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1. Introduction. The unifying idea of the present work is a complex normed
(not necessarily complete) vector space M which is a left module over a Banach
algebra A and a right module over a Banach algebra B. We assume that the
complex scalars associate and commute freely throughout the product UxV,
U e A, xeM, and Ve B. The product UxV is assumed to be continuous in all
three variables with respect to the given norms of the spaces in which the variables
range. There are two typical examples that will appear over and over. One is the
case of a Banach algebra A and a two-sided, not necessarily closed, ideal M of A.
In this case M can be considered in a natural way as a left and a right module over
A. The second example is the space áf{E, F) of all bounded linear transformations
T: E-> F. This space is a left module over the algebra 3?{F) of all bounded linear
operators on F and a right module over the algebra ^{E), where the expression
UTV, Ue£{F), Te£{E, F) and Ve £{E), stands for ordinary composition of
transformations. From our point of view the interest in a topological module M
derives from the fact (Theorem 2.2) that if the original topology of Mis strengthened
(made finer) the module operations remain continuous, provided that the resulting
new topology turns M into a Banach space.
This fact is systematically applied in §2 to our first example of the two-sided
ideal M of a Banach algebra A to make a study of topologically simple Banach
algebras, culminating in the following structure theorem. It states (roughly ; for a
precise statement see Theorem 2.5) that if A2 is dense in A then the Banach algebra
A is topologically simple if and only if it has a continuous faithful representation
as a dense two-sided ideal of a topologically simple closed subalgebra of the algebra
^C{E), for some Banach space E.
The second example of topological modules, the space of bounded linear transformations provides the proper setting for a systematic study of the class of
uniform cross norms on the tensor product E <giF of two Banach spaces E and F.
This is the topic which occupies most of our attention in the present work. Uniform
cross norms were introduced by Schatten [14], but studied by him to any extent
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only for Hubert spaces. They were exploited by the present author in the study
[7], [10] of tensor products of Banach algebras. The concept of uniform cross
norm is essentially of a metric character. Since we are interested here primarily in
topological properties, we have replaced it by its topological counterpart, which
we call a modular norm. Another metric concept of Schatten which has been replaced by a topological notion is that of cross norm. The motivation for these
departures from the standard theory is that in the present work we quite often have
to replace a given norm on E <g)F by an equivalent norm with certain desirable
properties. The passage from one norm to another may not preserve the metric
properties, but will obviously preserve the topological ones.
Consider the space SC(E, F') of bounded linear transformations of E into the
dual (conjugate) space F' of F, and the algebra ¿£#(F') of all operators on F' that
are transpose (adjoint) operators of operators on F. The space 3?(E, F') is a topological left module over i£#(F') and a right module over ¿?(E). We say that a norm
a on E (g)F is modular if the dual space (E ®a F)' can be imbedded, in a natural
way, in =S?(7i,F') in such a way that it becomes a submodule of ¿f(E, F') under
the indicated structure. This definition was essentially obtained by adopting the
algebraic part of Schatten's characterization [14, Theorem 4.1, p. 62], of uniform
cross norms and leaving out the metric part. It will turn out, and will be a major
theme in the present work, that, although the notion of modular norm is purely
algebraic, it contains all the essential topological ingredients associated with
uniform cross norms. The principal manifestation of this phenomenon occurs in
Theorem 4.2. Most norms on tensor products, which occur here, are modular.
In §3 we collect the principal known notations, definition, conventions, and
results for topological tensor products that will be used in the rest of this work.
The exposition is based on the work of Schatten [14] and of Grothendieck [11].
In §4 we begin the systematic study of the tensor product E ®aF for a modular
norm a. The concept of admissible norm appears. A norm a is admissible if it
majorizes A and is majorized by y. This is the topological counterpart of norms
which Schatten used, satisfying the metric condition A^ a s; y, and which we have
called [10] ordinary norms. A modular norm turns out to be admissible, (Theorem
4.5) a result which seems to be new even for uniform norms. The result actually
boils down to the fact that, for modular norms, the dual space (E (g)œF)' is contained in j£?(7i,7") and contains the space of all bounded linear transformations
of E into 7" of finite rank. Since this last space is isomorphic to E' (g>7", the dual
norm a on (E g)a F)' induces a norm on E' (g)F', which we call again a'. The
norm a' turns out to be also admissible (Theorem 4.4), but may not be modular,
unless (Theorem 4.8) E is reflexive and a is strongly modular. This last concept
means that a is not only modular, but that (E (g)„F)' remains invariant under left
multiplication by elements of the entire algebra ^C(F'), not merely those of

-S?#(7").
Next we consider the Kronecker product V ® W of two operators

V e ¿¡f(E)
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and W e 3?{F). This is defined as a linear operator on E <g>F in such a way that
it generalizes the classical Kronecker product of matrices. The term is our own,
but the resulting operator was used by Schatten in connection with uniform cross
norms and by Grothendieck in connection with the locally-convex-space equivalent
of the y norm. The Kronecker product is the basic tool in the work of the present
author in [7] and [10] on topological tensor products of Banach algebras. In the
present work it is established (Theorems 4.6 and 4.7) that modular norms provide
the proper setting for extending the algebraic operator V (g) W on the algebraic
tensor product E ® F to an element of ¿¡?{E ®a F).
We postpone for the moment the discussion of the content of §5 below, and pass
on to the discussion of §6, which perhaps contains the basic results of this work.
We shall assume for the purpose of this summary that a is a strongly modular norm
which can be extended to a modular norm on E" <g>F^E (g>F, where E" is the
second dual space of E. The work in §5, which we will discuss presently, is devoted
to removing these restrictions. If the restrictions themselves appear somewhat
artificial, it must be borne in mind that they are valid for the least cross norm A
and for the greatest cross norm y, as well as for any modular norm a, if both E
and F are reflexive. Let us denote an element of E <g>a
F by t and an element of
{E ®aF)'c&{E,F')
by S. We now have (Theorem 6.1) a bilinear mapping
inS pairing E ®aF and {E <g>aF)', with values in the tensor product F' ®y F;
as well as a corresponding pairing (Theorem 6.2) SDt of the same spaces, with
values in E (g)yE'. We call these two pairings the D-products. The basic formulas

connecting these products are

(1.1)

<t, S) = tr{taS) = tr(5Dt).

The last two expressions on the right of (1.1) are the traces of tensors in the ytensor product, introduced by Grothendieck. The expression <t, S} stands, as
usual, for the action of the functional S on the tensor t. The D -products are continuous with respect to the natural norms of the spaces in question. Their advantage
over <t, S}, is that, being tensor valued, not merely scalar valued, they contain all
the information embodied in <t, S}, and much more. The details of this will appear
in the form of much more powerful results regarding the duality of E <g>aF than
are possible in general duality theory.
The existence of the D -products is known in various forms for various special
cases and can be traced at least as far back as the theorem of Schatten [14] to the
effect that the product of two Schmidt operators is a trace class operator. The
theorem in our present setting has various converses and partial converses. One is
that if a satisfies our assumptions, S e ¿?{E, F') and either of the D -products
is well defined for every t e E ®a F, then S must, of necessity, belong to
{E (g)aF)'. Another (Theorem 6.3) is that if a is a norm of E (g>F, satisfying very
mild assumptions, and to S (or Snt) is well defined for every Se {E ®a F)' and
t e E ®a F, then a must be modular. We have described the basic results of §6. They
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are valid in a very general setting and are of a topological nature, because they all
depend on the continuity of the □ -products. On the other hand our basic concept
of modular norms has a purely algebraic definition, and one would expect that
many of the theorems would have purely algebraic hypothesis, but significant
topological conclusions. This is the case for a more restrictive class of spaces E
and F. But for a better description of this we need a discussion centering about the
concept of kernels.
It is well known that E <g»F can be interpreted as a subspace of ¿£(E', F), the
space of all bounded linear transformations of £" into F. This interpretation persists
in the case of E ®K F, the result of completing E (g)F with respect to A, because
A is really the transformation norm. On the other hand this interpretation may
fail for any other norm a of E <g>7". The choice of the verb may is intended to
indicate the existence of an almost complete ignorance about this question, rather
than the availability of any counterexamples. The ignorance extends even to the
case a=y, which represents the most famous aspect of this open question. We shall
come to this in a moment. Obviously, if a majorizes A, then every t e E <g)aF
defines a bounded linear transformation rt: 7s" -> F. We follow Grothendieck in
calling t a kernel of Tt. The relation between a transformation and its kernel is
somewhat analogous to that between an integral transform and its integral kernel,
hence the term. The mapping t -> Tt is a continuous linear transformation of
E 0a F into .£?(£", F). However, it may not be isomorphic, i.e., Tt may be 0 for
t#0. Given a, we shall say that it is faithful if the mapping is isomorphic. Grothendieck was first to realize [11, Chapter I, §5], that y may not be faithful. We shall
say that a Banach space E satisfies the condition of approximation of Grothendieck
if y is faithful on E' (g>E. Grothendieck showed that E satisfies the condition of
approximation if and only if every completely continuous linear transformation
into E can be uniformly approximated by bounded linear transformations of
finite rank. We can now state one of the algebraic characterizations of the individual
elements of (7: ®tt F)', if a is a norm satisfying the basic assumptions specified
in the previous paragraph. The product tuS can be easily defined by purely
algebraic means, for a tensor t of the algebraic tensor product E 0 F and
S e £f(E, F'). Suppose now that F satisfies the condition of approximation of

Grothendieck, and S e ££(E, F'). Then (Theorem 6.7) S belongs to (E ®a F)' if
and only if the linear transformation t -> t D S of E <g>F into 7" (g>F can be
extended to a (a priori, not known to be bounded) linear transformation
t-^tDSof
E <g)aFinto F' <8>y
F, in sucha way that, for every t e E <g>a
7%t D S

is a kernel of TtS'.
The theory described above centering about the D-products is actually developed in the present work for arbitrary modular norms, without the special
assumptions that we have been making. We have emphasized the special case
because it is simpler and more intuitive. In the general theory, the main difficulty
stems from the fact that the role of y in the above discussion of the D -products
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must be played by a new cross norm n, which we introduce in §5. The cross norm
■ushares with y many manipulational properties. For instance, the trace of a
tensor ro e F' ®nFis well defined, but not defined for arbitrary norms on F' g F.
The norm v actually coincides with y in many interesting cases, such as when F is
reflexive. The theory follows more or less the same lines described above, but now
centers about the two products, txS e F' g„ F and S x t e E g* £", for t e E ga F
andSe{E®aF)'.
Once the basic theory has been disposed of, we proceed to the study of tensor
products as Banach algebras. Such algebras occur here in two very different forms.
One is the tensor product A gä B of two Banach algebras A and B. The multiplication of elements of A ®áB is defined by extending distributively the product
(1.2)

(Ut. g VX){U2g V2) = U,U2 g VXV%

of decomposable tensors, for Uu U2e A and Vu V2 e B. We note that A gä B
is commutative iï A and B are commutative. The other algebra is the tensor product
E' g„ E, where E is merely a Banach space and E' is its dual space. The multiplication in E' gœ E is defined, for decomposable tensors, by
(1.3)

{x' g x){u' g u) = (u, x'yu' g x,

for x, ue E and x', u' e E'. We call the algebra E' ga E with the multiplication
(1.3) an algebra of kernels. We observe that the algebra E' ga Tfis never commutative, unless E is of dimension 1. These two types of algebras are obviously quite
foreign to one another. The multiplication (1.2) is related (see [4]) to multiplication
of vector valued functions, pointwise or by convolution. The multiplication (1.3)
is related to composition of operators. The two types of algebras have two major
features in common. One is that the natural instrument of their study is a modular
norm. The other is that the radical in each case (at least when A and B are commutative and semisimple) is the null space of the mapping t -> Tt described above.
This last fact is somewhat remarkable in view of the completely different nature of
the products involved.
The basic theory of the tensor product A gä B of Banach algebras was developed
by the author in [7] and [10] as an extension to uniform cross norms a of the work
of Gelbaum [4], [5] and Tomiyama [15] on A gy B. In the present work (§7) we
finally formulate the theory in its most natural setting. We begin by showing
(Theorem 7.1) that every modular norm a on E g F is equivalent to a uniform
norm on E g F, which is a cross norm if a is a cross norm. We use this to reduce
the theory of modular cross norms on A g B to that of uniform norms, and apply
our methods of [10]. We show here (Theorem 7.3) that every modular norm a on
A ® B induces on A g B a norm á which is compatible with the multiplication

(1.2), i.e.,

(1.4)

«(^A) g ô(î)«(ï),
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for every Xx and %2e A <g>B. Thus A <g)äB is a Banach algebra. The rest is an
extension of the Gelbaum-Tomiyama theory of the space of maximal ideals. A
major achievement of the present approach is that the assumption that a is ordinary,
or even a cross norm, employed systematically in [10] has been shown to be entirely
superfluous.
The development here (§8) of the theory of algebras of kernels seems to be entirely
new. We begin by showing (Theorem 8.1) that every modular norm a of £" <g>E
is equivalent to a modular norm of £" ® E which is compatible with the multiplication (1.3) of kernels. Thus we may assume that a is itself such a norm. Then
we show (Theorem 8.2) that the Jacobson radical of E' <giaE is the null space
Jfa of the mapping 0 -*■Vü, where b e E' ®aE and a kernel of Vt. This really
follows easily from a theorem of Rickart. We then proceed to show (same Theorem
8.2) that Jfa is the left annihilator as well as the right annihilator of the entire
algebra E' ®a E, that (Theorem 8.4) it is the only maximal two-sided ideal of
E' <g>a
7i and that it contains all proper two-sided ideals. This yields (Theorem 8.5) a
complete description of all the two-sided ideals as consisting of all vector subspaces
of Jfa. It also yields (Theorem 8.6) a complete description of all strictly irreducible
representations of E' (g>„E as an algebra of operators.
In §9 we study the duality of the algebra E' ®a E. To simplify the present
discussion we assume that the modular norm a satisfies the conditions demanded
in (1.1) in connection with the definition of the D -products. The basic result
(Theorem 9.1) is that the dual space (£" ®a E)' is closed under composition of
operators, hence is an algebra of operators, and that the dual norm a' is equivalent
to a norm on (E' <g>œ
E)' which is compatible with composition of operators.
Hence (£" <g>aE)' is an algebra of operators which is a Banach algebra under some
norm which majorizes the operator norm and is equivalent to the dual norm a.
Thus we have in E' ®a E an instance, though by no means the only one, of the
phenomenon of a Banach algebra, whose dual space is also a Banach algebra.
But in this case, we have more. We have that the □ -products establish a complete
pairing between the closed ideals of E' <g>aE and the weakly* closed ideals of
(E' (g>a7s)'. A typical result is (Theorem 9.5) that the annihilator of a left ideal of
E' <g)œ
E under the duality form <b, T), to e 7s" ®aE and Te (7s" (g>aE)', is its right
annihilator under the product toDr, hence is a weakly* closed right ideal of
(£' ®a E)'. We get the corresponding dual result for right ideals of (£" ®a £*)',
as well as a similar pairing under the product Ta to of right ideals of 7s" ®a E and
left ideals of (£" <g>ff
E)'. This yields the result that the weak* closure of an ideal
of (£" <g>aE)' is an ideal on the same side. It also yields the result (Theorem 9.8),
in view of the work in §8, that a weakly* closed two-sided ideal of (£" <g>a
E)' must
contain the annihilator, under <ü, T}, of Jfa or be trivial. We also get relations
(Theorems 9.9 and 9.10) between the topological simplicity of 7s' ®a E and
that of (£" ®aE)'. The advantage of the availability of the D-products is best
illustrated by comparing the algebras E ' ®a E and (£" <g)aE)' with other instances
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of a Banach algebra, whose dual space is a Banach algebra, such as the group
algebra LX{G)of a locally compact group G, and LX{G). Here we see that the daulity
form </, g}, fe Ly{G), g e Lm{G) is not enough to relate the algebra structure of
LX{G)to that of LX{G).
In §10 we give a few simple concrete examples to illustrate our theory.
As is often the case with a work of the present size, the end product has been
made possible by many outside benevolent influences. We are grateful to the
National Science Foundation, with whose support the work was actually conceived
and executed, and to the Office of Naval Research, who made it possible for the
author to come in contact with the Yale school of analysts as an ONR Research
Associate. On the personal side the author is grateful to his colleagues B. R.
Gelbaum (who is responsible for the author's interest in topological tensor products)
and J. T. Joichi. They both contributed greatly to the author's understanding of
some of the problems discussed here, to the extent of suggesting methods and
improved results. Specific credit is given for these improvements as they occur.
The author is equally indebted to Professors E. Hille, S. Kakutani and C. E.
Rickart for their kind encouragement and for many stimulating discussions of
Banach spaces and Banach algebras. The influence of the book [13] of Rickart on
the present work should be plain to anyone who reads both.
2. Modules over Banach algebras. We are going to assume throughout that
we are dealing with complex spaces and all terms such as vector space, algebra
and the like should be interpreted in the context of the complex field of scalars.
Although a good portion of the exposition is valid for real spaces, the setting in
terms of complex spaces appears more natural. E and F shall always denote vector
spaces. The dual space of a normed space E will be denoted by £". For xeE and
x' e E', <x, x'y will denote the action of x and x' on each other. If F is a normed
space, the space of all bounded linear transformations T: 7Í -> F will be denoted
by £{E, F), but the shorter notation ££{E) will be used for the algebra £{E, E).
If E and F are Banach spaces, áf{E, F) is a Banach space under the transformationbound norm \\T\\, which turns ¿?{E) into a Banach algebra.
The first main purpose of the present section is to prove a theorem on the
preservation of continuity of the operations on a topological module over a
Banach algebra under a change of norm. For this we need a lemma. We let E be
for the moment a vector space and || \\x and || ||2 be two norms on E. We shall
say that J ||j. is bounded with respect to || ||2 and that || ||2 mqjorizes{3) || ||i
if there exists a k > 0 such that | x ||i g k ||x ||2 for every x e E. The following lemma
was stated and proved in [8]. We repeat it here (without proof) because it is fundamental in much of what follows.
Lemma 2.1. Let E be a Banach space and F a normed space under a norm || ||1#
Suppose that another norm || ||2 is defined on F, under which F is complete and
(3) Term due to Rickart [13].
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which majorizes \\ \v Assume further that T: E -> F is a linear transformation
which is bounded with respect to \\ \\x and the norm of E. Then T is bounded with
respect to \\ \\2 and the norm of E.

For the proof of Lemma 2.1 we refer the reader to [8]. Its first application will
occur shortly.
Let A be a Banach algebra. We follow the practice of [7] and [10] of designating
the elements of A by symbols such as U, which suggest linear operators. Let M
be a complex vector space. We shall say that Misa left module over A if there is a
bilinear mapping (U, x)->Ux,
U e A, xeM,
of Ax M into M such that
U(Çx)= (ÇU)x=ÇUx, for every complex scalar £. A right module over A is defined
analogously. If M is both a right and a left module over A, we say that M is a
two-sided module over A. A submodule (left, right, two-sided) of M is a vector
subspace of M, which remains invariant under the appropriate (left, right, twosided) action of A. Let M be a normed space and a left (right) module over A. We
say that M is a topological left (right) module over A if the defining bilinear mapping
is continuous simultaneously in both variables. It is well known, and easy to see,
that this continuity of the bilinear mapping is equivalent to its boundedness. For
example, for left modules this means that there exists a k > 0 such that

(2.1)

\\Ux\\ ¿ k\\U\\ \\x\\,

for every Ue A and xe M. It is also well known, and follows directly from the
uniform boundedness theorem and from (2.1), that if M is complete it is sufficient
that Ux be continuous separately in U and x in order for it to be jointly continuous.
Of course, a similar statement holds for right modules. We are now ready to state
the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.1. Let M be a left (right) module over a Banach algebra A and \\ \\x
a norm of M which is bounded with respect to a second norm jj ||2 of M. Suppose
that M is complete under \\ \\2 and a topological left (right) module over A, with
respect to \\ \\x. Then M is a topological left (right) module over A with respect to

II IkProof (for left modules). According to the remarks preceding this theorem, it
suffices to show that Ux is separately continuous in U and x with respect to
||2 and the norm of A, which remains in the background and which we do not
mention unless it is necessary. Let * be a fixed element of M. Then the mapping
t/-> Ux of A into M is continuous with respect to || ||i and, by Lemma 2.1,
continuous with respect to || ||2. Hence Ux is continuous in U with respect to
||2, for fixed xe M. Let now U be a fixed element of A. Now the mapping
x ->■Ux of M into itself is continuous with respect to || ||x as the norm of the
domain and with respect to || \\xas the norm of the range. Since || ||i is bounded
with respect to || ||2, we may replace || ||i by || ||2 on the domain and preserve
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continuity. We again apply Lemma 2.1, using for E in that lemma the present
space M with || ||2 and for F the present space M with | l^. We conclude from
Lemma 2.1 that x —»■
Ux is continuous with respect to || ||2 both as the range and
domain norm. Thus we have shown that Ux is continuous, separately in each
variable. Hence it is jointly continuous.
Q.E.D.
The following theorem is but a trivial consequence of Theorem 2.1, and its
discussion is omitted. It is stated separately because its form is the most convenient
for later reference.
Theorem 2.2. Let M be a topological left module over a Banach algebra A and a
topological right module over a Banach algebra B, with respect to a norm || |[x of
M. Suppose that || ||2 is a second norm of M which majorizes \\ ||1; and with respect
to which M is complete. Then there exists a constant k>0 such that, for every

x e M, Ue A and Ve B, we have{*)
(2.2)

\\Ux\\2 Ï k\\U\\ \\x\\2,

(2.3)

\\xV\\2Zk\\V\\\\x\\2,

(2.4)

\\UxV\\2 S k\\U\\ \\V\\ \\x\\2.

The next theorem is an application of Theorem 2.2. It provides a method for
establishing the topological simplicity of a Banach algebra by imbedding it continuously and densely in a topologically simple Banach algebra, such as a topologically simple algebra of operators. We follow Rickart [13, p. 101] in saying that a
Banach algebra is topologically simple if it contains no closed two-sided ideals other
than {0} and the entire algebra.
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a topologically simple Banach algebra with respect to a
norm || ||j. Let B be a dense two-sided ideal of A, which is, itself, a Banach algebra
with respect to a second norm \\ ||2, which majorizes || ||! on B. Then B is topologically simple if and only if one of the following three conditions holds:
(a) B is one-dimensional,
(b) B is zero-dimensional,
(c) 77ze vector{5) space generated by B2 {i.e., the set of all finite sums of products
XY,for X, Ye B) is dense in B with respect to || ||2.

Proof. Suppose that B is topologically simple. The vector space generated by
B2 is a two-sided ideal of B, which is either {0} or dense in B. If it is {0}, it follows
from the topological simplicity of B that B cannot have any proper vector subspace
except 0, hence it must be one-dimensional, or zero-dimensional.
Suppose conversely that (a) or (b) is satisfied. Then B is obviously topologically
simple. Suppose that (c) is satisfied. We show that B is topologically simple.
(4) I ¡| stands for the only norm on A under consideration.
(5) We are indebted to B. Natzitz for a suggestion which leads to this condition, a considerable improvement over an earlier version.
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Let U and V represent general elements of A and W the general element of B.
Then, since Tí is a two-sided ideal of A, the bilinear expressions UW and WV
define B as a left and right module over A. It is a topological module if we use the
norm || ||x on both A and B. We can now apply Theorem 2.2 with || || replaced
by || \\x in the present algebra A. We conclude that (2.2) through (2.4) are valid
with x replaced by W. This fact will be used later on in the proof.
Let C be a two-sided ideal of B different from {0}. The object is to show that C
is dense in B with respect to || ||2. Let C denote the closure of C with respect to
||2 and C the closure of C in A with respect to || \\x. We shall show that £
is a two-sided ideal of A. Let U e A and Ye C Suppose Yx, Y2, ■■■ is a sequence
in C converging to y with respect to || ||i and Ux, t/2, • • • a sequence of elements
of B converging to U with respect to || |¡!. Then UnYn e C and UYeC
This
shows that C is a left ideal. A similar argument shows that C is a right ideal.
Since A is topologically simple, we have C=A. We now show that C is dense in
B with respect to || ||2. We use the assumption that the vector space generated
by B2 is dense in B. Let SeB. Then there exists a sequence {2f=i X?Y?}n, X?,
1? e B, such that HS-Si^i X?Y?\2-+ 0 as w -^ oo. Now, since C is dense in A
with respect to || |1; there exist elements Wtnof C such that

2 ll*inyï?-»?l|i->0

as «^oo.

We now apply Theorem 2.2 with the appropriate substitutions, to get
fcn

S- 2 *?W? Ú S- 2 XIYf + 2 *T(J? - wi)
i=l

¡=1

2

i=l

(2.5)

s- i2=i x?y? +k2 ii^iuii
ï?-*?ii.
2

i=l

The last expression in (2.5) tends to 0 as n -> oo. Since each XfW" e C, this shows
that C is dense in B with respect to | ||2, hence that B is topologically simple.
The next theorem is a converse of Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 2.4. Let A be a Banach algebra with respect to a norm \\ \\x, and B a
dense two-sided ideal of A which is itself a topologically simple Banach algebra with
respect to a second norm || ||2 which majorizes || \\x on B. Then A is topologically
simple with respect to \\ \\x if and only if one of the following three conditions is
satisfied: (a) A has no left annihilator other than 0, (b) A has no right annihilator
other than 0, (c) A is one-dimensional.

Proof. Suppose that A is topologically simple. Then both the set of left annihilators and the set of right annihilators of A are two-sided ideals, which either reduce
to {0} or force A to be one-dimensional.
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Conversely, suppose that one of the three conditions is satisfied. If (c) is satisfied,
then A is obviously topologically simple. Suppose that either (a) or (b) is satisfied.
The reasoning that will follow applies equally well to (a) as to (b). Consequently,

to fix our ideas we assume that it is (a) that is satisfied. We then show that A is
topologically simple. This amounts to showing that every two-sided ideal C of A,
which contains elements ^0, is dense in A with respect to || ¡x. Since (a) is
satisfied, CB, the set of all products WS, We C, S e B, has nonzero elements,
otherwise, B being dense in A, CA would reduce to {0}, violating (a). The vector
space L generated by CB is a two-sided ideal of A contained in B n C, hence must
be dense in B with respect to || ||2, since B is topologically simple, hence must be
dense in A. Then C, which contains L must also be dense in A. Q.E.D.
We are now in a position to prove a representation theorem for topologically
simple Banach algebras, which characterizes them as algebras of operators.

Theorem 2.5. Let B be a Banach algebra of dimension ^0, 1. Then B is topologically simple if and only if the vector space generated by B2 is dense in B and there
exists a faithful continuous representation of B as a dense two-sided ideal of a
topologically simple Banach algebra of bounded operators, the latter algebra with
the operator norm.
Proof. First let us suppose that B is a topologically simple Banach algebra.
Then clearly, the vector space generated by B2, which is a two-sided ideal, is dense
in B. We now represent B as an algebra of operators on a Banach space E. We let
E be B itself considered as a Banach space, disregarding its multiplicative structure.
Let us map B into &{E) by means of the left regular representation. It is well
known that this representation is continuous. Let us show that it is isomorphic.
If not, the set of all left annihilators of B, a two-sided ideal would be the entire B,
by the topological simplicity of B. This would make B one- or zero-dimensional.
Hence the representation is isomorphic. We now let A be the closure of the image
of B in ^{E). We shall conclude the proof by showing that A is topologically

simple and that B is a two-sided ideal of A.
Let us show that B is a two-sided ideal of A. First, it is a left ideal, for if Te A
and U e B, the expression TU can be interpreted both as the product of T and U
in A and as the image of U e E under the operator T. The latter interpretation

yields TU e B. Hence B is a left ideal.
The proof that B is a right ideal is slightly more difficult. Let Í/and Kbe elements
of B. Denote the given norm of B by || ||2 and the operator norm in ^C{E) by
||, as usual. Since B is a subalgebra of A we have

(2-6)

||UV\\$ ||U¡ I V\.

Now let V be, for the moment, a fixed element of B. The mapping C/-> UV
represents a bounded operator of the Banach space E=B with ¡| ||2. Also, by
(2.6), as V varies over the || ||-unit sphere of B the mappings U -> UV axe bounded
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(U fixed in Ti). By the uniform boundedness theorem we conclude that they are
uniformly bounded. This means that there exists a k'>0 such that

(2-7)

\\UV\\2ik'\\U\\2\\V\\.

Now we are in a position to prove that B is a right ideal of A. Let Ue B and
Te A. We have to show that UTeB. Since B is dense in A there is a sequence
Vx, V%,- • • of elements of B converging to T with respect to || ||. Hence that
sequence is a Cauchy sequence with respect to || ||. It follows from (2.7) that the
sequence UVX,UV2, • • • is a Cauchy sequence with respect to || ||2, hence converges to an element of B because B is complete with respect to || ||2. The limit
element must be UT. This shows that B is a right, hence a two-sided ideal of A.
It follows now from Theorem 2.4 that A is topologically simple.
Conversely, let us assume that the vector space generated by B2 is dense in B
and that there exists the required faithful representation. Then we may assume that
B itself is a dense two-sided ideal of a topologically simple Banach algebra of
operators. Theorem 2.3 implies that B is topologically simple. This completes the
proof of our theorem.

3. Tensor products of Banach spaces. In this section we summarize some of
the known definitions and results from the work of Schatten [14] and Grothendieck
[11] on the theory of topological tensor products, in a setting most appropriate
to our present work. Our approach is considerably less general than that of
Grothendieck but somewhat more general than Schatten's. With the latter we
study the tensor product E <g>F of two Banach spaces E and F and a norm a on
it. By contrast a need not be a cross norm, but shares with cross norms most of the
essential topological properties. The reason for our present departure from the
approach of Schatten and our own in previous works [6], [7], [8], [9], and [10] is
that some of the important processes described in §§8 and 9 below, may destroy
the metric character of cross norms, but do preserve their topological properties.
A tensor t of the algebraic tensor product E <g>F can be identified with a
bounded linear transformation Tt: £" -> F of finite rank. If t is represented by
n

(3.1)

t= 2 xi®yl
i=i

for xte E and j( e F, then Tt is given, for x' e E' by
n

(3.2)

Ttx' = 2 <Xi,x'>yt.
i=l

Although the mapping t -> Tt is an algebraic isomorphism of the algebraic tensor
product E ® F into JSf(7¿",F), we shall in general differentiate between a tensor t
and the transformation 71 which it defines. This is because we shall soon be
discussing the completion of E ® F under various norms, and for tensors t in the
resulting complete tensor products, the extended mapping t -> Tt (if it exists) is
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not, in general, known to be isomorphic. Schatten [14], defined a norm a on F g F
to be a cross norm if a{x g y)= \\x\\ \\y\\ for every xeE and y e F. He introduced
two particular cross norms that are of great importance in the theory. One is the

norm A, defined, for t £ F g F by

(3.3)

A(t)= ||Ft||,

where ||7t|| is the transformation norm. The norm Ais referred to as the least cross
norm. The second cross norm is the greatest cross norm y given by the formula

(3.4)

y(t) - inf £ flxj ||^|,

where the inf is taken over all possible representations of t of the form (3.1).
It will be necessary for us to consider norms on the tensor products F g F
which are more general than cross norms. A norm a on F g Fis said to be tensorial
if it is majorized (see §2) by the greatest cross norm y. We give here a summary
of the essential parts of the theory of Schatten-Grothendieck in terms of the new
concept of tensorial norm. The proofs for cross norms can be found in [14] and/or
[11], and the modifications necessary to allow for the present setting are inessential.
Clearly, all cross norms, in particular A and y, are tensorial. Let a be a tensorial
norm of F g F. We denote by F ga F the completion of F g F under the norm
a, and refer to this complete space as the a-tensor product of F and F.

It should be noticed that, in view of (3.3) the least-cross norm tensor product
F gA F can be isometrically imbedded into the Banach space =£?(F', F) of all
bounded linear transformations of F' into F, with the transformation norm. Let
us denote this imbedding by TA: F gA F-> ¿C{E', F) and by Tt the transformation
Y\ given t e F gA F.
Let now a and ß be two tensorial norms of F g F such that a majorizes ß. In
this case the identity mapping of the dense subspace F g F of F ga F into F g F
can be extended to a bounded linear transformation Og: F ga F—> E ga F.

We shall say that a tensorial norm a of F g F is admissible (term from [3]) if a
majorizes A.This concept is the form which the concept, described by Grothendieck
[11, p. 88] by the phrase compatible with the tensor product structure, assumes for
normed spaces. It is also the topological equivalent of the metric concept of ordinary
cross norm, used by the present author in [7] and [10]. a is said to be ordinary if

(3.5)

A ^ a ^ y.

Clearly an ordinary norm is admissible and, of necessity, a cross norm. We see
from the previous paragraph that for an admissible norm, the mapping

<D£:F ga F-+ F gA F is well defined. We define Y«: F ga F-> £f(E', F) by
(3.6)

Ta = TAcp«.
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We call Y" the natural mapping of E g>a F into Sf(E', F). For t e E ®a F, we define

Tt:E'-+ F by
(3.7)

Tt = Y't.

Following Grothendieck [11, p. 80] we refer to t as a kernel of TV We sometimes
refer to a tensor t of E ®a F as a kernel of type a. The transformation Tt is always
compact and continuous with respect to the weak* topology of E' and the weak

topology of 7"[11].
One striking contrast between the natural mapping for A and that for a general
admissible a is that, while the former is isomorphic (indeed isometric), the latter is
not known, in general, to be isomorphic. In [10] we have used the term faithful
to describe an ordinary norm a for which the natural mapping of E ®a F into
^C(E', F) is isomorphic and we shall use the same term here in connection with
admissible norms. As we have stated in the introduction, the faithful character
of the greatest cross norm y is related to the problem of approximating compact
operators uniformly by operators of finite rank. Thus we see that it is not possible
to identify readily a tensor t e E (g>aF with the transformation Tt.
Although a tensor is not readily identified with a linear transformation, an
element of the dual space (E <g)a7")' can always be identified with a bounded
linear transformation S:E->F',
regardless of whether a majorizes A or not,
provided that a is tensorial. This fact was first discovered by Schatten [14]. Since
much of what follows in this article depends on it, we discuss the situation in some
detail. We follow the approach of Grothendieck [11]. We shall always denote the
transpose (adjoint) of a bounded linear transformation W: E -*■F by the symbol
W'. By the same token, for t e E 0 F with representation (3.1), we define t' e F (g>E

by

(3.8)

t' = 2 * ® Xi.
ï=i

Clearly the resulting tensor t' is independent of the particular representation (3.1)
of t. We call t' the transpose of t. Obviously TV= (71)'. Let now toe 7s' (g>E have
a representation
m

(3.9)

to= 2 x] <g)Xj.
i =i

We define the trace tr to of to as

(3.10)

trto= 2 <***}>•
¡=i

It is easy to see that tr to does not depend on the particular representation (3.9)
of to. It is also easy to verify that if E is finite dimensional, then tr to is the trace
of the matrix of the transformation defined by to. We also have

(3.11)

tr to = tr to'.
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Let us now return to our tensors teFgF
with representation (3.1). Let
S e ¿e{E, F'). We define the two tensors 5 x t e E g F' and t x S e F' g F by the
relations
n

(3.12)

Sxt = 2 *i gS'ji
i=i

and
n

(3.13)

txS = 2 Sxi gJf
¡=i

Clearly, Sx t is a kernel of S'T, and t x S is a kernel of TtS'. In the following
relations, it is easy to verify that the various traces involved are well defined objects,
and to check that the relations themselves are valid.

(3.14)

trSxt

= trtx,S

= trS'xt'

= trt'xS'.

We are now ready to discuss the duality of F ga F, for any tensorial norm a of

F g F. For t e F g F and S e ££{E, F'), define

(3.15)

<t, 5> = trSxt.

The relation (3.15) enables us to consider the elements S of £?{E, F') as elements of
the algebraic dual of F g F It was discovered by Schatten [14] that the topological
dual of F g« F can be identified with the space of all such transformations S
corresponding to functionals that are bounded with respect to a. For such an S the
action <t, Sy of S on F g F is extended by the usual continuity argument to all
of F ga F. In §6 below we shall be able to give a more explicit expression for
<t, Sy for any t e E ga F, in the case of a class of norms a which we call modular.
Thus we can (and will) consider (F ga F)' as a vector subspace of -S?(F, F'). It
is not in general closed with respect to the topology of =S?(F,F'), although it is,
of course, a Banach space with respect to the dual norm a. However, we have the
following relation due to Schatten [14, Theorem 3.2, p. 47], for the greatest cross
norm y,

(3.16)

(F gy F)' = Sf{E, F'),

isometrically. In particular, it follows that the Banach algebra S£{E') considered as
a Banach space is the dual space of the tensor product F' gy F. For this tensor
product, it was shown by Grothendieck [11, p. 78], that the trace, defined above in
(3.10) for tensors in F' g F can be extended to the entire F' gy F. This can be
done in many ways, the simplest, perhaps, being

(3.17)

trt = <t,7>,

for any t e E' gy F. In (3.17) I stands for the identity operator of F'.
Consider now the tensor product F' g F'. Under the earlier conventions of this
section, this space is imbedded, under the natural mapping, into &{E", F').
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However, we are going to effect an imbedding of E' <g>F' into &(E, F'). This is
done as follows. Each ë e E' (g F' is a kernel of a bounded linear transformation
S%\E" -> F'. But Sí is continuous with respect to the weak* topology of E" and
the weak topology of 7". Consequently, it is completely determined by its action
on E^-E". For our purposes it is convenient, and possible, to identify this transformation with its restriction to E, for which we use the same symbol St, whenever
there is no possibility of confusion. Hence, under the assignment ë->Ss, St'.E-^F',
we imbed 7s" <g F' into &(E, F'). We also refer to this imbedding as the natural
mapping. This ambiguity will not cause any confusion.
Let now a be a norm of E <g F which is not only tensorial but also admissible.
Then we have that the natural image of E' <g F' into &(E, F'), discussed in the
preceding paragraph, is actually contained in (E (ga F)' <=¿i?(E, F'). This is because
this fact is easily checked for a = A, and must remain valid for any tensorial norm
a which majorizes A. See [14, p. 32, Theorem 2.1]. For x'eE',
y'e F' and
t e E (ga F, one can easily verify the relation

(3.18)

<t,^w>

= <rtx',/>.

We shall denote the norm of the dual space (E (ga F)' by a, and refer to it as the

dual norm of a. Clearly, under the imbedding of E' (g F' into (E (gK7")', the dual
norm a induces a norm on £" (g 7", which we continue to denote by a. One
checks easily that a is admissible on £' (g F'. Hence, the tensor product E' (gK.7"

is well defined.
4. Modular norms. Let us now consider the algebra £C(F'). We are going to use
the symbol ü?#(7") to denote the subset of ¿¡f(F') consisting of all those operators
U with the property that U' : F" -> F" maps F into itself. Such an operator defines
an operator U#: F-+F, the restriction of U' to 7". It is well to know (although we
know of no specific reference) that an element U of SC(F') belongs to =Sf#(F') if
and only if it is the transpose of an element of ¿C(F), (namely, U#) and if and only
if it is a continuous operator on F', when the latter is given its weak* topology.
Clearly £P#(F') is a closed subalgebra of ££(F'). Let us now consider -£?(7s,7").
This space can be regarded as a left module (§1) over the algebra Jif(F'). For
U e J?(F') and S e £P(E, F'), the composition US implements the action of
Jíf(F') on 3?(E, F'). In a similar manner we regard 3?(E, 7") as a left module over
the algebra ¿£#(F'). Since we will have occasion to use both structures of left
module we shall distinguish between them by refering to &(E, F') as an JS?(7")-left
module or j£?#(7")-left module, according to the context. We follow similar conventions in regard to other notions, such as submodules. Similarly we can regard
3?(E, F') as a right module over 3?(E).
It is of interest in connection with the discussion that will follow shortly to
realize that the space -S?(7s,7") is isometrically isomorphic to ¿f(F, 7s'), the isomorphism implemented by the assignment S -*■S#, where S e 3?(E, 7") and S#
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is the restriction of S' to F. This mapping is easily shown to be isometric and onto.
It is also relatively easy to show that under this mapping an J§?(F)-right submodule
of £{E, F') goes onto an .S?#(F')-left submodule of £f{F, E') and an .S?#(F')-left
submodule goes onto an ^'(F)-right submodule.
Clearly an ^(F')-left submodule of ¿?{E, F') is an -Sf#(F')-left submodule of
if(F, F'). One verifies easily that the natural image (§2) of F' g F' in áC{E, F')
is an .S?(F')-left submodule of S£{E, F') and an ¿?(F)-right submodule. The usefulness of the submodules of JS?(F,F') is based on their property embodied in the
following theorem. This theorem seems to be well known by many people, but the
author has not seen it in the literature. The proof given here is essentially one
suggested orally by B. R. Gelbaum. The argument is also very close to that given
in [13, Lemma 2.8.20, p. 101] in a somewhat different context.
Theorem 4.1. Let J( be any vector subspace of^C{E, F') different from 0, which
is an 2?#{F')-left submodule and an SC{E)-right submodule. Then JÍ contains the

natural image of E' g F' in ¿¡f{E,F').
Proof. It suffices to show that JÍ contains all bounded linear transformations
from F into F' of rank one. These correspond to tensors x' g y' e E' g F', for
x' ,¿0 and y'¥=0. Fix two such x' and y'. We show Sx.®y. e Ji. Let Sx be an element
of J( different from 0. The transpose transformation S\ maps F" into F'. Let

v e F<=F" be such that S\v+0. Let u0 e E be such that <w0,SÍ»>= 1. Let us now
consider the original x', and let ux e E be such that (uu x'y = 1. Now Vx-®Uoe -S?(F),
Uv®y,e £?#{F'), and a simple computation yields •SVg¡/.= £/„®¡/.S1I'V8,Uo
e J(,

which was to be established.
Let us now return to the tensor product F g F. Let a be a tensorial norm of
F g F. We have already seen that (F ga F)' is a vector subspace of ¿¡f{E, F').

We shall say that a is modular if (F ga F)' is an .Sf#(F')-left and an ^{E)-úght
submodule of -S?(F, F'). See the previous section for the basic conventions regarding the duality of tensor products. We shall say that a modular norm a is
strongly modular if, in addition, (F ga F)' is an i?(F')-left submodule. We would
like to emphasize the purely algebraic character of the definition of the concept of
modular norms. In spite of this the concept has many interesting topological
connections. In fact, as we shall see, it turns out to be the topological analogue
of the metric concept of uniform cross norm due to Schatten [14, Theorem 4.1,
p. 62]. Since uniform norms will also play a roll in the present work, we discuss
them now in some detail. For more details, we refer the reader to our previous
discussions of uniform cross norms in [7] and [10].
Let teF g F have representation (3.1), Ve¿?{E) and Weä"{F). We define

V g W{t)as
n

(4.1)

Kg W{t)= J Vxtg Wyt.
i=i
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Clearly V (g W(t) e E ® F and this tensor is independent of the particular representation (3.1) of t. Thus, the symbol V <g W defines a linear transformation
of E (g F into itself. We say that a tensorial norm a of E (g F is uniform if, for

every t e E ® F, V e S£(E) and W e £(F) we have
(4.2)

a[V<g W(t)] ^ \\V\\ \\W\\a(t).

We are going to see later that every modular norm is equivalent to a uniform
norm and that every modular cross norm is equivalent to a uniform cross norm,
but first we must develop the basic theory of modular norms.
Let us now return to a modular norm a of E <g F. Since, by definition, (E (ga F)'
is a submodule of ¿C(E, F') under the appropriate module structure, we have that
(E ®a F)' itself is an JS?#(F')-left and an ,á?(7s)-right module. The content of the
next theorem is that this structure of module is topological (in the sense of §2),
with respect to the topology defined by the dual norm a' on (E ®a F)'.
Theorem 4.2. Let abe a modular norm of E (g F. Then (E (ga 7")' is a topological
¿¡?#(F')-left and a topological £C(E)-right module. Equivalently, there exists a number
kx>0 such that, for every Ue Se#(F'), Se(E<S>a F)' and Ve ^C(E), we have

(4.3)

a'(USV) ^ kx\\U\\ || V||a'(S).

Proof. It follows from the fact that a is majorized by y (§3) that a' majorizes
the transformation norm on (E (ga F)' <=¿¡f(E, 7"). This was shown by Schatten
[14, Lemma 3.2, p. 45] for a cross norm a, but the extension to tensorial norms is
immediate. Our result now follows from this and the change-of-norm theorem

(Theorem 2.2) above.
For strongly modular norms we get, of course, the corresponding result.
Theorem 4.3. Let a be a strongly modular norm of E <g F. Then (E <ga F)' is a

topological £C(F')-left and a topological 3?(E)-right module.
Let us now consider the tensor product 7s" (g F'. If a is a modular norm of
E (g F, then, it follows from Theorem 4.1 that (E <ga 70' contains the natural
image of E' (g F' in S£(E, 7"). Consequently the dual norm a of (E <ga F)'
induces a norm on E' <g 7", rendering isometric the natural imbedding of 7s" <g 7"
into (E (ga F)'. We continue to designate this new norm by a, since there is no

danger of ambiguity.
Theorem 4.4. If a is a modular cross norm on E (g F, then the norm a.' on £" (g 7"

w admissible (§3).
Proof. We have already seen (see the proof of Theorem 4.3) that a majorizes
the transformation norm on (E ®a F)'' <^S£(E, 7"). It follows from this and the
fact that the least cross norm A on 7s' (g 7" renders isometric the natural mapping
of 7s" (g F' into ^(Ts, 7"), that a on 7s' (g F' majorizes A. It remains to prove that
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a on F' g F' is majorized by the greatest cross norm y. Clearly we may assume
that F' and F' contain functionals x'0 and y'0, different from zero and we might as
well assume that they are unit functionals. Then x'0 g jó is a kernel of a transformation Sx>0®yi>
e (F ga F)'. Let now x' and y' be arbitrary elements of F'
and F', respectively and x0 e E and y0 e F, such that (x0, x'0y= (y0, y'0y= 1. Then
UVo9y. s &#&•),

VX.®XQe X{E), and

(4-4)

SX-®y. = Uy0®ySX'0Ç,y-aVX'®Xo.

From here and Theorem 4.2 we get

Ax' g/) = «'(S*.®,.)
^ *i||£/»0«,.||II^®.„II«'(^6®vó)

á *,»JoIIl/ll |*'|| IWK0SWSince jo and x0 may be chosen in such a way that ||*0|| and ||j0|| are arbitrarily

close to 1, we finally get

(4-6)

«'(*'®/)ís*i||*'ll bWw.

Let now § be any tensor of F' g F' with representation

(4.7)

§=2*;gj;,
y=i

we have
m

(4.8)

«'(*)a *!«'($.&»,,&)
2 ll*íll
IWIIí=i

Since (4.8) is valid for any representation (4.7), it follows from the definition of y
(see (3.4)) that a'&Sk^XS^y^y^).
This completes our proof.

Theorem 4.5. Every modular norm of E g F is admissible.
Proof. Schatten has shown [14, Theorem 2.1, p. 32] that a cross norm a of
F g F is ordinary if and only if a' on E' g F' is ordinary. This is in essence a
topological (as opposed to metric) fact and extends to the present situation,
yielding the corresponding result that a tensorial norm a is admissible if and only
if a' on E' g F' is admissible. Now in Theorem 4.4 we proved that if a is a modular
norm of F g F, a' is admissible on F' g F'. It follows then that a, itself, must be
admissible. This completes our proof.
Our next theorem concerns the relation between modular norms and the transformations V g W, Ve ¿?{E), W e ^C{F), defined in the beginning of the present

section.
Theorem 4.6. Let a be a modular norm of E g F, Ve £?{E), and W e S£{F).
Then the linear transformation V g W, defined by (4.1), of E g F into itself can be
extended {uniquely, of course) to a bounded linear operator on E ga F.
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Proof. It suffices to show that the linear transformation V (g W of 7s (g F
into itself is bounded with respect to a. So let t e 7s ® F such that a(f) S 1 and
S e (E <ga F)', such that a'(S) ^ 1. By a simple computation one verifies that

(4.9)

(v <gw(t),sy = <t,wsvy.

Now, by Theorem 4.2, one has a'(W'SV)úkx\\ W'\\ \\V\\úkx\\ W\\ \\V\\. From this
and (4.9) one gets that a[V <g W(t)] ^kx \\V|| || W\\ for every t e E <g F, such that
cc(t)^ 1. From this our conclusion follows.
We use the symbol V (g W to denote also the operator resulting from the
extension described in Theorem 4.6. We call this operator the Kronecker product^)
of V and W, because in finite dimensional spaces the matrix of V (g W is the
Kronecker product, in the classical sense, of the matrices of V and W. Actually
for any modular norm a of E (g F, the tensor product ¿f(E) (g SC(F) can be mapped
linearly into SC(E <ga F), via the Kronecker product. This mapping is isomorphic,
but this aspect will not be pursued here because it is discussed in great detail in
[7] for uniform cross norms and the extension to the present situation is, once we
have Theorem 4.6, immediate. It is not hard to see from the proof of this theorem
that, for every V e ££(E), W e ££(F) and t e F <g0F,

(4.10)

a[V <gW(t)] <>kx\\V\\ I W\\a(t)

where kx is the constant appearing in that proof. Theorem 4.6 itself is a generalization of [10, Theorem 1.1]. However, in the present more general situation, we
have a converse. We shall now prepare the ground for it.
The symbol 7 will stand for the identity operator on any space which we may
happen to be discussing. The context will take care of possible ambiguities. Let us
now assume that a is a tensorial norm of E (g F with the property that every linear
transformation of E (g F into itself defined by (4.1) can be extended to a bounded
operator (the Kronecker product) V <g W on E <ga F. We shall describe this
situation by saying that the Kronecker product is defined as an operator on E ®a F.
For such an a let us define a structure of left module on F ®a F over ¿¡f(E) and
a structure of right module over S£(F), as follows. For V e ^C(E), W e =Sf(F), and
t e E (ga F, we define

(4.11)

V-t = V®I(i)

and

(4.12)

t-W = I®W(t).

Lemma 4.1. Let abe a tensorial norm ofE (g F,for which the Kronecker product
(4.1) can be extended to an element of jS?(F (ga F), for every V e ¿?(E) and every
W e 3?(F). Then E ®aF is a topological left module over ^C(E) and a topological
right module over ^C(F) under the structure defined by (4.11) and (4.12).
(6) With respect to a, should there be any possible ambiguity.
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Proof. We only prove that the expression V-1 is jointly continuous with respect
to the various given topologies. As we have seen several times, the rest consists of
several repetitions of the same argument. Also as remarked earlier, it suffices to
establish the separate continuity of V-t. Continuity with respect to t, for fixed V
follows readily from the hypothesis. So let us fix t e F ga F and show that the
linear transformation V->-V-t of ^{E) into F ga Fis bounded. This follows from
the uniform boundedness theorem as follows. Let us first assume that t is a finite
tensor, i.e., an element of the algebraic tensor product F g F. Now, we know that
the greatest cross norm y is uniform [14, Lemma 2.13, p. 37] and we are assuming
that a is tensorial. These two facts yield the result that there is a number /c>0

such that
a(K-t) á icy(K-t) = *y[Fg7(t)]

Ú i<\\V\\y{t).

It follows then, that for a finite tensor t, V -> V-1 is a bounded linear transformation
of -£?(F) into F ga F. Let t be now an arbitrary element of F ga F. Then there
exists a sequence t1( t2, • • • of finite tensors converging to t in F ga F For each V,
the bounded linear transformations V-*- V-tn converge to V -> V-1 in F gœ F.
By the uniform boundedness theorem, the latter transformation must be bounded.
This completes our proof.
It might be of interest to remark at this point that in terms of bounded linear
transformations, the operations V-t and t- W, defined for tensors, correspond to
composition of transformations in the sense that if a is admissible, then V-1 is a
kernel of the transformation TtV, while t- W is a kernel of WTt.
Theorem 4.7. Let a be a tensorial norm of E g F. A necessary and sufficient
condition in order that the Kronecker product of any two V e &{E) and W e &{F)
be well defined as an operator on E ga F is that a be modular.

Proof. Sufficiency is a restatement of Theorem 4.6. Let us prove necessity.
Suppose that every such Kronecker product is well defined, and let U e ¿¡f#{F'),

Se{E®aF)'

and V e £f{E). We must show that USVe{E ga F)'. It suffices

to show that for finite tensors t e F g F, the expression <t, USVy, which is well
defined, behaves like a functional on F g F which is bounded with respect to a.
But a simple computation yields

(4.13)

<t,usvy = (v-t- m, sy,

and the last expression in (4.13) behaves, by Lemma 4.1, as such a bounded functional. This completes the proof of necessity.
One can now see from Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.7 that the concept of modular
norm, defined in purely algebraic terms, is the topological analogue of the metric
concept of uniform norm, and that a uniform norm is modular.
Let us return to the tensor product F' g F'. We know that if a is a modular
norm of F g F, then a is a well defined admissible norm of F' g F'. One might
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ask if a is modular. We do not know the answer to this question, but we have the
following related theorem.

Theorem 4.8. Suppose that E is reflexive and that a is a strongly modular norm of
E (g F. Then a is a modular norm of E' <g F'.

Proof. Suppose that a is strongly modular. By Theorem 4.7, it suffices to show
that, for every U e <£(F') and T e â'(E'), the Kronecker product T <g U on E' <g F'
is a bounded linear transformation with respect to a'. We use the natural isometry
of E' <gœ-F' into (F (ga F)'. Since E is reflexive, T is the transpose of some
bounded operator V e &(E). Now, for ë e E' <g F', a simple computation yields
that T ® U(ë) is a kernel of US¡Ve(E <ga F)' and the isometry just mentioned,
together with Theorem 4.2, yields the result.
It was first discovered by Schatten [14] that the norms A and y are uniform,
hence modular. It follows easily from (3.16) above that y is even strongly modular.
The corresponding result for Ais considerably more difficult, but it was established
(using different terminology) by Grothendieck [11, Theorem 10, p. 132], and we

omit all details here.
5. The cross norm n. Before proceeding with the definition of tt it might be well
to say a few words to motivate the introduction of this norm, which seems to be
new, in so far as the author knows. The main results to be presented in the next
sections were originally obtained with the help of the greatest cross norm y on
F' ® F Later it was realized that the arguments, as originally formulated were
valid only for reflexive spaces or perhaps for other somewhat more general, but
still quite restrictive, classes of spaces. It fortunately turns out that the main
theorems themselves are valid in general, but that in the arguments y had to be
replaced by the present norm tt, which is only defined for tensor products(7) of
the form F' <g F, and can often be made to play the role of y for nonreflexive
spaces. By (3.16) we know that SC(F') is the dual space of F' <gyF. Hence, for
ro e F' (g F,

(5.1)

y(ro) = sup |tr(C/x ro)|,

where the sup is taken for every U e y(F') such that || U\\ ^ 1. Now we have already
seen that, in connection with modular norms, it is =S?#(F'), rather than ¿f(F'),
which interests us. Thus we define in a manner analogous to (5.1), for ro e F' <g F,
(5.2)

7r(ro) = sup |tr(t/x tt>)|,

where now the sup is taken for all U e i?#(F'), such that || U \\¿ 1. We will show
shortly that n is indeed a cross norm and will proceed to investigate its more
immediate properties. Its introduction merely reflects the ignorance of the present
author, who cannot determine whether or not tt is indeed different from y. A
C) And, by symmetry, for F ® F'.
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similar doubt lead Grothendieck [11] to introduce his nuclear norm, which is not
yet actually known to be different from y. We have not investigated the relation
between our norm v and the nuclear norm.
We show that it is indeed a norm. The triangle inequality and the homogeneity
follow from usual arguments, which we do not repeat. All that remains to be shown
is that 7r(ro)= 0 implies ro=0. Let ro have a representation
n

(5.3)

ro = 2 Ji'gJii=i

Now, if 7r(ro)=0, then tr C/xro=0, for every U e S£#{F'). Also, by Lemma 1.1,
p. 20 of [14], we can assume that in (5.3) the sets vi, y'2,---,y'n and ylt y2,---,yn
are linearly independent. For each /' we find v[ e F', with the property that
(ji, v[y= ||y i II. Now, there is a bounded linear transformation Y from the space
F[ generated by the set y[, y'2, ■■•, y'n into the space generated by the set i>i,v'a,• • •,
v'n,such that Yy\= v\, for every i. On the other hand, since F[ is finite dimensional,
there exists a projection Z of F' onto F[ which is a continuous operator of F',
when the latter is given the weak* topology, i.e., Z e £f#{F'). It is not hard to see

that U= YZ e <e#{F')and that
n

tr Uxvo= 2 bill = Oi=i
Hence ro=0. This completes our demonstration

that -n is a norm.

Theorem 5.1. The norm w on F' g F is an ordinary norm.

Proof. Comparing (5.1) and (5.2) we get immediately that -n^y. We show
■n^ A. From the definition of A in §3, we get, for ro e F' g F, represented by (5.3),

(5.4)

A(ro) = sup

2 <v>
y'iXyi*v'y

where the sup is taken for all v e F and v' e F' of norm less than or equal to one.
Now v g v' e F g F' is a kernel of F„®„-: F' -> F', an operator of norm ^ 1. One
sees without difficulty that (5.4) can be written as

(5.5)

A(ro) = sup |tr F„®„.x ro|,

and comparison with (5.2) gives the desired inequality, since Tv®v, has norm ¿ 1,
and is contained in ¿£#{F'). Hence -n is an ordinary norm.

The norm w is then an admissible cross norm. We will be primarily interested
in the complete tensor product F' g„ F.
If we interchange the order of F' and F in our considerations we are led to study
F g F'. It will be useful for the work in later sections to introduce a norm -n in
this space also. One might do it analogously by looking for the appropriate subspace
of 3?{F, F") with respect to which one might write an expression similar to that in
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(5.2). However, for the sake of simplicity, as well as for the convenience in later
discussions it is best to define tt as the norm that renders isometric the transposition
of tensors defined in §3. Let u e F (g F' be given by
n

(5.6)

u = 2 yi ® y't>
i=i

y{ e F and y\ e F'. Then the transpose tensor u' belongs to F' <g F and is given,

(see §3) by
n

(5.7)

u' = 2 y\ ® y»
i=i

We then define

(5.8)

tt(u) = tt(u').

Clearly tt is a cross norm on F (g F' and we can consider the completion F ®„ F'.
Quite likely, tt is not a modular cross norm, but the next theorem gives a property
quite related to uniformity (hence modularity) which will be useful soon.
Theorem 5.2. Let U'e &#(F') and W e Se(F). Then the Kronecker product
U (g W is well defined as a bounded linear operator of F' ®„ F What is more, for

to e F' ®„ F,

(5.9)

tt[U ® W(ro)];£ ||171|H^HtD).

Proof. It suffices to establish the inequality (5.9) for finite tensors ro e F' (g F
The rest of the theorem follows easily from this. So let ro e F' <g F have a repre-

sentation (5.3), then
n

(5.10)

U <gW(to)= 2 Wi ® **%
i=i

Suppose l/j e JS?#(F') and let || t/j. || ^ 1. The following relation is easy to establish.

(U <g W(to), Ux} = tr{[/! x [U ® W(h»)]}= tr{(H'"'71r7)x to}

(5.11)

= <hj, If'C/ji/).

Now we have, since IF', Ux, and Í7 are elements of =Sf#(F'), that W'UXU belongs

to =S?#(F'),and it follows from (5.11) and the definition of it, that
tt[U ® W(to)] = sup \tr{Uxx [Í7 ® W(nj)]}|

(5.12)

è \\U\\||H'|K»d).

In (5.12) the sup is taken for all Ux in SC#(F') with |l/i|| gl. This completes the
proof.
It follows from Theorem 5.2, in a manner completely analogous to our earlier
discussion on modular norms that F' ®„ Fis a left topological module over £?#(F')
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and a right topological module over SC{F), the structure defined by the trilinear
mapping U-tv-W

(5.13)

U-tv-W = C/g W{tv),

for UeSe#{F'), xaeF' ®n F, and We £C{F). A theorem similar to Theorem 5.2
holds for F g„ F'. Hence we can define F g„ F' •as a left module over 3?{F)
and a right module over Jif#{F') under a trilinear form W-u-U, defined by

(5.14)

W-u-U = [U-{u')-W]'.

We have seen at the end of §3 that the trace

(5.15)

tr»-

y <>»„>>;>,
i =i

defined for finite tensors tu by (5.3), can be extended to tensors in F' gy F. We
can also see here that such an extension is possible even for tensors in F' g„ F,
since it follows easily from the definition of -n that
(5.16)

|trro|

^ 7r(ro).

Thus the trace behaves like a bounded linear functional with respect to -n and can
be extended to F' g„ F and the extended functional still satisfies (5.16). The trace
for an element u e F g„ F' is defined by

(5.17)

tru = tr[(u)'],

and (5.16) is again satisfied.
We turn now to the discussion of the duality of the spaces F' g„ F and F g„ F',
giving details only for F' gn F. We have the following preliminary result.
Theorem 5.3. Let U e Se#{F'). Then, for every ro e F' g F, Ux to and to x U
both belong to F' g F, and the mappings ro ->■U x ro and ro -> ro x (7 can ¿>ofnèe
extended to bounded linear operators, designated again by ro -> Í/ x ro and
ro -* ro x 17, o/ F' g„ F. Further, for ro e F' g* F and E/ e Se#{F'), we have

(5.18)

<ro, [/> = tr C/xro = trroxf/.

Proof. It is obvious from the definition (§3, (3.13)) of ro x U that it belongs to
F' g F. As to Í7x ro, this follows from the fact that for every y e F, U'y is again in
F. To establish the extensibility, thereby completing the proof of the theorem, it
suffices to show that the original mappings of F' g F into itself are bounded with
respect to n. We do it for ro x U, which is somewhat more tractable. The proof for
Ux to follows similar lines. Now for ro e F' g F,
7r(roxU)

= sup ¡tr [(ro x Í7) x £/x]| = sup |tr(ro x UXU)\

^ sup [llt/it/Mhj)] ^ \\U\\tt{w),
where the sup is taken as U1 ranges over the set of all Ux e ££'#{F') with operator

norm £1. As to (5.18) it is obviously valid for finite tensors and extensible to
arbitrary tensors by the usual continuity arguments.
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As to the space F ®„ F', since w is defined in terms of the transposition trans-

formation, we might as well identify the dual of F ®„ F' with that of F' ®„ F,
a subspace of JSf(F'), instead of, as the conventions in §3 dictate, with a subspace
of ¿£(F, F"). Then the rephrasing of Theorem 5.3, which applies to F ®„ F', is
immediate, and in the sequel we shall use the result obtained without further
specific reference. The next theorem is perhaps of greater interest, since in a way
it characterizes the elements of (F' ®,j F)' among those of SC(F').

Theorem 5.4. Let UeSe(F'). Then Ue(F' ®„ F)' = (F ®, F')', if and only if
the mapping ro->rox[/(u->ux
[/#) ofF' ® F(F ® F') into itself can be extended
to a bounded linear operator of F' ®„ F (F ®^ F') designated again by to -> ro x U
(u -^ u x U#). For to e F' ®a F (u e F ®Jt F') ant/ t/e (F' ®J[ F)' = (F ®„ F')' we
have

(5.20)

<ro, C/> = tr ro x U,

and

(5.21)

<u, Uy = tr u x £/#.

Further, for U e (F' ® BF)' = (F ® „ F')', ro e F' ®„ F and u e F ®n F', we Aare
(5.22)

77(roxU) ^ tt'(U)tt(iv),

and
(5.23)

tt(u x [/#) g 7t'(Í/)77(u).

Proof (for F' ®„ F). Let Í7 £ (F' ®„ F)'. To establish the required extensibility,
it suffices to show that the mapping ro^roxt/of
F'®F into itself is bounded
with respect to tt. We do this.
7i-(rox U) = sup |tr [Ux x (to x U)]\ = sup |tr [(Ux x ro) x U]\

(5.24)

= sup \((UXx to), Uy\ <, sup [tt(Ux x tí))tt'(U)]
¿ 7r(ro)7r'(í/).

In (5.24) the sup is taken as Ux ranges over all the operators in JS?#(F') with operator
norm ^ 1. The last inequality in (5.24) follows from an inequality for Ux to, which
we have omitted, analogous to (5.19). This completes the proof of the desired
extensibility as well as of (5.22). The relation (5.20) (similarly, of course, for the
corresponding relation (5.21)) is established in the usual manner: for finite tensors
first and extended by continuity.
It remains to show that the property of extensibility characterizes the elements
of (F' ®„ F)'. Thus, suppose that an element U e -Sf(F') has the desired extensibility property. This means that there exists a number k>0 such that, for every

ro e F' ® F, ir(ro x U) g «w(ro). But then

(5.23)

|<ro, uy\ = |tr(rox U)\ ^ ktt(w).

This implies U e (F' ®„ F)'. This completes the proof of our theorem.
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We have stated at the beginning of the present section that the norm n has been
introduced as a substitute, in many situations, for the norm y. We shall examine
those situations more carefully in the following section. Here we remark that the
principal properties of n which permit such a substitution are embodied in Theorems
5.3 and 5.4. It might help clarify things to try formulating the corresponding properties for y, and to ask ourselves if y does actually possess them. The situation will
be discussed in more detail in the next section. Here we are primarily interested in
trying to illustrate. Let us take, for example, Theorem 5.4. If we consider F' gy F,
its dual is now J¡f{F'). The corresponding statement in this setting would yield
roughly that for every tensor ro e F' gy F and every bounded operator U on F',
the tensor to x U is again a well-defined tensor of F' gy F. In the chronological
development of the present work, this fact lead the author to Theorem 5.4, but
in the present exposition, its proof must await further development of the theory.
We devote the remainder of this section to a discussion related to the question,
posed earlier, of whether or not n=y. We know very little about this question as
such. An obvious sufficient condition is that &#{F')-3?{F'). But this last relation
holds if and only if F is reflexive. Beyond this we know nothing, except for the
following result.
Theorem 5.4. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that n be equivalent
to {i.e., define the same topology as) y is that n be modular.
Proof. Suppose that n is equivalent to y. Then n is modular, because modularity
is an algebraic property of the dual space, which is -S?(F') in this case, the dual of
F' gy F. But y is modular, indeed uniform. It follows then that tr is modular.
Suppose conversely, that n is modular. Now it follows easily from the definition
of Tr,that £#{F') is contained in the dual space (F' gB F)' of F' g„ F, in which it
is actually weakly* dense. Since the identity operator of F belongs to ¿?#(F'),
it belongs to (F' g„ F)'. It follows then from the definition of modularity that the
entire £C{F') is contained in (F' g„ F)', hence coincides with it. It follows then
that the normed space F' g F with the norm -n has the same dual space as the
normed space F' g F with the norm y. We obtain by standard normed-space
arguments that the two norms are equivalent. This completes our proof.

6. Duality for modular norms. Throughout this section we shall assume, with
the exception of Theorems 6.3 and 6.8, without any further explicit mention, that
a is a modular norm of F g F, where F and F are, as usual, general Banach spaces.

Schatten has shown [14, Definition 5.3, p. 77 and Theorem 5.12, p. 119] that the
product of two Schmidt class operators is a trace class operator(8). Let H be a
Hubert space. Then the Schmidt class can be identified with the tensor product
H g„ 77 (for notation see [14]), and the trace class with H gy 77. In this special
(8) And, conversely, that every trace class operator is the product of two Schmidt class
operators. However, the converse does not seem to have a readily available generalization.
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situation 77 ®„ 77 is its own dual, but leaving this fact out of the picture, Schatten's
theorem states that an element of 77 ®„ TTtimes an element of its dual space is an
element of TT®y 77. The main theorem of this section contains a generalization
of this theorem to perfectly general Banach spaces, where the role of o is played by
a modular norm. To obtain such a generalization several difficulties have to be overcome. One is that, although the elements of (F ®a F)' are linear transformations,
those of F ®a F may not be. To circumvent this difficulty, the x -products Sx t
and t x S, introduced in §3 above will take the place of composition of operators.
Also, unfortunately, for general Banach spaces, the norm y will have to be replaced
by the norm v introduced above. In the case when y = w, such as for reflexive spaces,
we obtain a more striking result.
We now proceed to discuss the situation in greater detail. First of all, we use the
symbol tt, with deliberate ambiguity, to describe that norm on F' ® F as well as
on E' ® E. Furthermore, since F' ® E and E ® E' are obviously isomorphic to
each other under the transposition transformation (see §3) that takes x' ® x into
x ® x', we can also define a norm tt on F ® F' as that norm on F ® F' which
renders the transposition transformation isometric. See the previous section for

details.
Let us now turn to the products Sx t and t x S, defined in §3 (see relations (3.12)
and (3.13) in that section), for S e -á?(F, F') and t e F ® F. Since Sx t is contained
in F ® E' and this latter space is a subspace of F ®„ F', we can, and will without
further explanation, regard Sxt as an element of the complete tensor product
F ®„ F'. The next theorem will vindicate this choice. We shall follow a similar
convention regarding the product t x S and the spaces F' ® F and F' ®n F Our
generalization of the theorem of Schatten states that for every S e (E ®a F)',
the mapping t-^ Sxt of F®F into E ®„ F' can be extended from F ® F to a
bounded linear transformation of F ®a F into F ®„ E'. In fact, this property
characterizes the elements of (F ®a F)' among those of -S?(F, F'). We get a similar
result for the product txS.

Theorem 6.1. Let S e £(E, F'). Then S belongs to (E ®a F)' if and only if the
linear transformation t ->- S x t ofE ® F into E ®„ F' can be extended to a bounded
linear transformation of the entire E ®a F into E ®„ F'. In fact, there exists a
constant kx>0 so that we have, for every Se (E ®a F)' and t e F ®œ F,

(6.1)

n(Sxt)

¿ kxa'(S)a(t).

Also

(6.2)

<t,S> = trSxt.

Proof. We begin by establishing the relation (6.1) for 5'e(F®aF)'
and t a
finite tensor, i.e., an element of the algebraic tensor product E ® F. To do this
we will need Theorem 4.2 and refer the reader to the relation (4.3) in that theorem.
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Let t e F g F and S e (F ga F)'. It follows from the definition of n on E g E'
that
(6.3)

n{Sx t) = sup |tr[(5x t)' xT]\,

where the sup is taken for all Te Se#{E'), such that ||r|| £ 1. Now T= V for some
V e áf{E), and we shall use this notation throughout this proof. The following
relations are easily verified

(6.4)

{Sxt)'xT=

{VxS')xT=t'x

{TS')

and

(6.5)

tr[(5 x t)' x T] = tr[t' x (73")].

Now, since T= V, TS' = {SV)' and we have

(6.6)

tr[{S x t)' x T] = tr[t' x {SV)'] = tr[{SV) x t].

Since S e{E <S)aF)' and the latter space is closed under right multiplications by
elements of JSf(F), we have SVe (F ga F)' and

(6.7)

tr[(S x t)' x J] = tr[(ST) x t] = <t, SVy.

Therefore, by Theorem 4.2,
|tr[(Sxt)'xF]|

(6.8)

= |<t, SVy\ Z a'{SV)*{t)
è Â:1||r||a'(1S>(t).

From (6.3) and (6.8) we obtain (6.1) with the same ki as in (4.3). It follows also
that, for fixed S e{E gœ F)', the mapping t -> Sx t ofFgF
into F gn F' can
be extended to the entire E ga F, satisfying (6.1). Now (6.2) is verified easily for
finite tensors and extended by continuity to every t e F g« F, with the help of

(6.1).
Conversely, suppose that S e ¿?{E, F') is such that the mapping t -> S x t of
F g F into F g„ F' can be extended to the entire F ga F, as a bounded linear
transformation. We show that Se(£®,
F)'. But this is easy for, if t e F g F,

we have
(6.9)

|<t,S>|

= |trSxt|

S TríSxt) á Ka{t),

where k is a bound for the transformation t -^ S x t. Since (6.9) holds for every
finite tensor, it also holds for every t e E ga F This completes our proof.
We have a companion theorem for the other product t x S. We have chosen to
state these two theorems separately in order not to confuse the situation. Their
methods of proof are not identical, but they are sufficiently similar that an outline
of the proof for the second theorem should be enough.

Theorem 6.2. Let S e £{E, F'). Then S belongs to {E ga F)' if and only if the
linear transformation t->txSo/FgF

into F' g„ F can be extended to a bounded
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linear transformation of E ®a F into F' ®n F. There exists a constant kx>0 such
that for every t £ F ®a F and S e(E ®a F)' we have
(6.10)

Tr(txS) èkxa'(S)a(t).

Also

(6.11)

<t,S> = trtxS.

Proof. The proof of this theorem, as might be expected follows closely the
pattern of the proof of the previous theorem. The only significant difference occurs
in establishing (6.10) for finite tensors, where the necessary calculations differ
from the ones in Theorem 6.1. We limit ourselves to this aspect of the proof.

Let t £ F ® F and S e (E ®a F)'. As before, we have
(6.12)

Tr(txS) = sup |tr[(tx5)x

U]\,

where the sup is taken for all U e ¡e*t(F') with |U\ S1. Now (t x S) x U= t x (US),
and since we are assuming that a is modular, (F ®a F)' is closed under left multiplication by elements of J?#(F'). Hence US e (E ®a F)'. Then, again we have

(6.13)

tr[(t x S) x U] = tr[t x (US)] = <t, USy,

and, by Theorem 4.2, we have
(6.14)

tr[(txS)x

U] ^ a'(US)a(t) è kx\\U\\a'(S)a(t).

Now (6.14) and (6.12) yield (6.10) with the same kx as in Theorem 4.2. This completes
our proof.
Briefly, Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 are to the effect that the products S x t and t x S,
defined originally for S e =S?(F,F') and t e F ® F, now make sense for S e (E ®a F)'
and t e F ®a F, if a is modular, and that S x t e E ®„ F' and t x S e F' ®„ F
The theorems, as they appear here, seem to be new, although there are several
theorems in the literature which point towards them. There is the theorem of
Schatten which we have quoted at the beginning of this section. There is also the
result of Grothendieck [11, p. 84], stating that the product of a bounded linear
transformation times a nuclear transformation is a nuclear transformation.
From the computations involved in the proof of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, we can
also establish the validity of the following corollary, whose details we leave to the
reader. The importance of this corollary will become apparent soon. For the
discussion of kernels of transformations we refer the reader to §3.

Corollary

6.1. Let ieE®aF

and Se(E

®a F)'', then Sxt

is a kernel of

S'Tt and t x S a kernel ofTtS'.
We now turn the setting around to get, from the extensibility of the x -products,
a characterization of modular norms.
Theorem 6.3. Let a be a tensorial norm of E ® F. Then a is a modular norm if
and only if, for every S e(E ®a F)', the two linear transformations t -> Sx t and
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t->tx5o/"FgF
into E g„ F' and into F' g„ F, respectively, can be extended
to bounded linear transformations on the entire E ga F.

Proof. If a is modular, the desired extensibility is the contents of Theorems 6.1
and 6.2. Suppose conversely that the extensions in question are possible. We show

that a is modular, i.e., for Se{E®aF)',
Ue<e#{F') and Ve£C{E), both US
and S V belong to (F ga F)'. We do it only for US. Fix S and U. It sufficesto show
that the functional given by US is bounded, with respect to a, on the algebraic
tensor product F g F. Now, by the extensibility property, there exists a k>0,
such that 7r(t x S) ^ ka{t). We now have (see (6.13) above)

(6.15)

<t, USy = tr(t x US) = tr[(t xS)x [/].

Consequently | <t, USy \ S "-(t x S) || U || S ka{t) \\U\\, these relations following quickly
from (6.15) and the definition (5.2) of tr. This completes our discussion of the
theorem.
Computations similar to those involved in deriving the relation (6.15) above
yield the following associativity laws for the x -products and the •-product, the
latter defined in §4. See §5 for the definition of U#, for U e £#{F').
Corollary

6.2. Let abe a modular norm of E g F, t e F ga F, S e (F ga F)',

U e &#{F'), and V e &{E). Then

(6.16)

(6.17)

tx{USV) = {V-t)x{US) = [{Vt)xS]xU,

{USV)xt = {t-m)x{SV)
= Vx [Sx(t•[/#)].

We now turn to another aspect of duality of modular cross norms. To prepare
the ground we start by discussing duality in a general Banach space, which for
the purpose of this discussion, we shall denote by F. We remind the reader of the
concept of polar set [1, p. 51, Definition 2]. Let C be a subset of F. The polar set
C° is the subset of F' consisting of all x' e E' such that

(6.18)

|<*.*'>lí=l,

for every xeC. For D^E' we shall talk of the polar set D~ of Din E (not in F")
to be the set of all xe E which satisfy (6.18) for every x' e D. For C<^E, the
double polar C° ~ = (Cc) " is again a subset of F, which contains C. Similarly for
7J><=£",and the double polar {D~)°. We shall have occasion to use the double
polar theorem, which states that for every C<=E, (C°)~ is the smallest closed
convex symmetric—i.e., équilibré—subset of F containing C and that for every
D^E', {D~)° is the smallest weakly* closed, convex, symmetric subset of F'
containing D. This theorem can be found stated and proved in [1, Proposition 3,
p. 52]. In the particular case in which C is a vector space, C° is what is normally
called the annihilator of C, namely the set of all x' e E' such that (x, x'y = 0, for
every xe C. Similarly for a vector subspace of F'.
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We have already described the dual space (F ®a F)' of F ®a F as a left module
over <á?#(F') and as a right module over &(E) by means of the trilinear expression
USV, UeSe#(F'), Se(E®aF)'
and VeáC(E), which is ordinary composition
of operators. We have also seen that, as a result of Lemma 4.1, we can define a
structure of left module over ^(E) and of right module over 3?(F) on the tensor
product E ®aF itself, under the trilinear mapping V-t-W, for VeS£(E),
t £ E ®a F and We =S?(F). This trilinear mapping is defined by equations (4.11)
and (4.12). In the next theorem we are going to see that the structure of module of
E ®a F and that of (F ®a F)' can be put into a relation of duality by means of the

bilinear pairing [F ®a F] x [(F ®a F)'] -> E ®„ F' defined by the product Sx t,
just obtained in Theorem 6.1 and by the pairing corresponding to the product
t x S in Theorem 6.2. In the proof we shall need two relations which we obtain
now. Let Ue &#(F'). Then there exists We 5£(F) such that U- W'. Likewise for
a TeSC^(E') and a corresponding Veä'(E).
Throughout the discussion of the
theorem we shall use this notation consistently. Let now t £ F ®a F and
S £ (F ®a F)'. We have seen (Theorem 6.1) that Sxte E <S>KE'and that (Theorem
6.2) the tensor txS belongs to F' ®„F. We have also seen (Theorem 5.3) that
U x (t x S) is well defined, as well as (Theorem 5.2) (t x 5*)• W, and t • W (by Theorem
4.6). Similarly, we have the well-defined expressions Tx(Sxt)'
and Sx(t-V).
The following relations can be verified by simple algebraic manipulations for finite
tensors and, following the usual procedure, extended to infinite tensors in F ®a F
by a continuity argument.

(6.19)
(6.20)

Ux(txS)
tr[Fx(5xt)']

= (txS)W

= (t-W)xS,

= tr[Sx(V-t)]

Theorem 6.4. The polar set of an ^(E)-left

= tr(SF)xt.

(¿?(F)-right) submodule Jt of

E ®a F consists of all the left (right) annihilators of Jt in (E ®a F)', under the
x -product, that is Jt° consists of all S e(E ®„ F)' such that Sxt = 0, (t x 5=0)
for every t e Jt. Consequently, the polar set of a two-sided submodule ofE ®aF
under its ¿?(E)-left and ££(F)-right structure, consists of all two-sided annihilators of
the submodule, under the x -product.

Proof (for left submodules). Let S e (E ®a F)'. If S x t=0 for every te Jt, it is
clear from <t, S)=tr S x t, that S e Jt°. Hence the left annihilator of Jt is contained
in Jt°. We establish the reverse inclusion. Let S e Jt° and t £ Jt. We show Sxt = 0.

Now Sx t £ F ®)l F'. So let F£ Se#(E'). Then

(6.21)

<5*xt,F> = triFxCSxt)'] = tr[Sx(K-t)].

The relation (6.21) follows from (6.20) above. Now, since Jt is a left submodule,
V-te Jt, and the extreme right expression in (6.21) vanishes for every Te ^C#(E').
From this we conclude that Sx t=0 for every t £ Jt, which was to be established.
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A completely analogous argument, which we omit, yields the following corresponding theorem for submodules of (F gœ F)'.

Theorem 6.5. The polar set in F ga F of an Se#{F')-left {SC{E)-right)submodule
of (F ga F)' is its left {right) annihilators in F ga F under the x -product. Consequently, the polar set of a two-sided submodule of{E gff F)' under its Ji?#{F')-left,
¿¡f{E)-right structure consists of all its two-sided annihilators under the x -product.

Corollary
6.3. The polar set of an &{E)-left {¿f{F)-right) submodule of
E®aF is an Se{E)-right {<£#{F')-left)submodule of{E ga F)'.
Proof (for i?(F)-right submodules). Let Ji be an ^P(F)-right submodule of
F ga F We show that the polar Ji" is an .S?#(F')-left submodule of (F g F)'.
Let SeJi° and U e ¿?#{F'). It suffices, by Theorem 6.2, to show that US annihilates
Ji on the right. This follows from the easily verified relation,

(6.22)

tx{US) = {txS)xU,

for every t e E ga F. This completes our proof.
We now have the companion corollary for submodules of (F ga F)', having an

anologous proof, which we omit.

Corollary 6.4. The polar set in E ga F of an £e#{F')-left {£C{E)-right)submodule of{E ga F)' is an &{F)-right {SC{E)-left)submodule of E ga F.
Corollary

6.5. The weak* closure of an &#{F')-left {^C{E)-right) submodule of

(F ga F)' is an Se#{F')-left {¿?{E)-right)submoduleof{E ga F)'.
Proof (for JS?#(F>left submodules). Let Ji be an i?#(F')-left submodule of
(F ga F)' and Ji the weak* closure of Ji. By the double polar theorem quoted
earlier in this section, Ji={Ji~)°.
By Corollary 6.4, Ji' is an ^(F)-right sub-

module of F ®a F. By Corollary 6.3, M is an &#{F')-left submodule of (F ga F)'.

Q.E.D.
For two-sided submodules we adopt new conventions. For instance, by an
£f#{f) - ^(F)-submodule
of (F ga F)' we shall mean a vector subspace of

(F ga F)' which is both an ^#(F')-left and an J§?(F)-right submodule of (F ga F)'.
Similar concepts follow similar conventions.
Corollary 6.6. The polar set {polar set in E g« F) of an SC{E)-^C{F)-submodule of F ga F {^#{F')-^{E)-submodule
of {E ga F)') is an &#{F')-<£{E)submodule of{E ga F)' {an &{E)- áf{F)-submodule of E ga F).
Let us consider strongly modular cross norms. We shall see that in the same
manner that the entire space Z£{F') replaces ¿i?#{F') in the definition, the norm y
replaces n in the theorems. The proof of the following theorem is an exact analogue
of that of Theorem 6.2, and will be omitted. For the definition of the symbol

% see §3.
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Theorem 6.6. Let a be a strongly modular norm of E ® F (for a definition, see

§4), and S e &(E, F'). Then Se(E ®a F)' // and only if the mapping i -+1 x S of
E ® F into F' ® F^F'

®y F ca« ¿>eextended to a bounded linear transformation

t -> t D S ofE ®a F inro F' ®y F, íwc/i rna/

(6.23)

Oí(txS,) = txS.-

77?e bilinear pairing represented by the expression t D S, /or t e F ®a F and*
S 6 (F ®a F)' k a continuous bilinear mapping of (E ®a F) x [(F ®a F)'] into

F' ®y F.
Now the analogues of Theorem 6.4 and of Corollaries 6.1 through 6.6 for
strongly modular norms can be stated and proved. We shall not give the details,
but will make use of the results when they are needed. The results and the proofs
are obtained by the simple formal device of replacing in a systematic way in each
of the old statements the space ¿¡f#(F') by -S?(F'), the norm w by y and the x product by the D -product. Perhaps it might be well to state explicitly, though
without proof, the appropriate counterpart of Theorem 6.3.
Theorem 6.7. Let a be a modular norm of E ® F. Then a is strongly modular if
and only if the x -product txS, for t £ F ® F and S e(E ®a F)', can be extended to
a product t □ S £ F' ® y F, for t e E ®a F and S e(E ®a F)', in such a way that,

for each fixed S e(E ®a F)', the mapping t —>•
t D S of E ®a F into F' ®y F is
continuous.
However, for strongly modular norms, we can give a considerably stronger
form of all these theorems, under the additional assumption that F satisfies the
condition of approximation of Grothendieck (see §1 for a discussion of this condition). In the theory presented in this section up to this point we have endeavored
to give simple characterizations of the various relevant objects, such as the individual elements of (F ®a F)'. One inherent weakness is that, while the concepts of
modularity and strong modularity have purely algebraic definitions, the characterizations in question have topological elements, since they involve, for instance,
the boundedness of the transformations t -> S x t and t -> t x S. The purpose of
the next few theorems is to replace the boundedness condition by an algebraic
property, namely that embodied in Corollary 6.1 above.
Suppose now that F satisfies the condition of approximation of Grothendieck.
This implies that the natural mapping (see §3) T' of F' ®y F into ^(F) is isomorphic, i.e., it defines a one to one transformation between the tensors of F' ®y F
and the operators in ■S'(F) of which they are kernels.
Theorem 6.8. Suppose that F satisfies the condition of approximation of Grothendieck and that a is an admissible (§3) norm of E ® F. Let S e ^C(E, F'). If the linear
transformation t —>t x S of E ® F into F' ®y F can be extended to a linear transformation t -> t D S of E ®a F into F' ®y F in such a way that, for every t e E ®a F,
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IDS is the kernel^) of T\S', under the natural image F' gy F into &{F), then
Se{E ga F)' and the transformation t -> t D S is bounded.

Proof. Let us assume that t ->-1 x S can be extended to a linear transformation
t ->- to S of F ga F into F' gy F, with the required kernel properties. Using the
closed-graph theorem, we see that it suffices to prove that, if tx, t2, ■• • is a sequence
of tensors in F ga F converging to a tensor t0 e F ga F, and if tx o S, ta □ S, • • •
converges to a tensor ro0 e F' gy F, then t0 DS=ro0. Since F is assumed to satisfy
the condition of approximation of Grothendieck, one simply has to show that
t0 D S and ro0 are kernels of the same operator in ¿f{F). Let us now introduce some
notation. Let each tn be a kernel of a transformation Tn : E' -*■F, forn=0, 1, 2, ■• -,
and each tn D S the kernel of an operator Wn e ^C{F). Finally, suppose that ro0

is the kernel of W0 e Ï£{F). By hypothesis we have
(6.24)

Wn = TnS'.

Our task is then to show that W0= T0S', i.e.,

(6.25)

<W0y,y'y = (J0S'y,y'y,

for every y e F and y' e F'. We shall consider the variable tensor y g y' e F g F'
to be the kernel of a variable operator U e i?(F') = (F' gy F)'. We then have, by

starting with the left-hand member of (6.25), (see (3.18))
<W0y,y'y

= <ro0, £/> = lim <tnxS,

t/> - lim (Wny,/>

(6.26)
= lim (TnS'y,/y.
n-*co

The last equality in (6.26) follows from (6.24). Let us now consider the tensor
S'y g y' e E' g F'. It is easy to check that this tensor is the kernel of the linear
transformation US which belongs to (F ga F)', since a is assumed to be admissible.
Our conclusion follows as we now indicate. We have (TnS'y, j'> = <t„, C/5> for
every n. Hence,

<W0y,y'y = lim <TnS'y,y'y = lim <tn, USy = <t0, USy

(6.27)

= <t0ns, uy = çr0s'y,y'y.
We have thus established (6.25), and the conclusion of the theorem.
Now the following two theorems, given without proof, follow easily from
Theorem 6.8 and earlier analogous theorems.
Theorem 6.9. Suppose that F satisfies the condition of approximation of Grothendieck and that a is a strongly modular norm of E g F. Let S e &{E, F'). Then
(9) The choice between the phrases a kernel and the kernel is deliberate, and is meant to
indicate whether it is assumed (or it follows) that the modular norm of the tensor product in

question is faithful.
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of E ® F into
of E ®a F i'n/o

F' ®yF such that, for every t e E ®a F, t D S is the kernel of TtS'.
Theorem 6.10. Suppose that F satisfies the condition of approximation of Grothendieck, and that a is a modular norm of E ® F. Then a is strongly modular if and
only if, for every S e(E ®œ F)', the linear transformation t -> t x S of E ® F into
F' ®yF can be extended to a linear transformation t^-tOS
of E ®a F into
F' ®y F in such a way that, for every t e E ®a F and Se(E ®a F)', tDS « the

kernel of TtS'.
We do not know if there are any modular norms that are not strongly modular,
but we have the following theorem. For a discussion of the possible equivalence of
the norm 7r and the norm y, see Theorem 5.4 in the previous section.
Theorem 6.11. Suppose that the norm tt on F' ® F is equivalent to the norm y
on F' ® F. Then every modular norm of E ® F is strongly modular.

Proof. This follows easily from Theorem 6.10. Since tt on F' ® Fis equivalent
to y, we have that F' ®„ F=F' ®y F. Now let a be a modular norm of E ® F.
Then, by Theorem 6.2, for every S e (E ®a F)', the mapping t -> t x S from
E ® F into F' ® F can be extended to a bounded linear transformation of
E ®a F into F' ®„ F, hence into F' ®y F. Our conclusion now follows directly

from Theorem 6.10.
We shall need the next theorem for our discussion of the norms A and y, as
well as for parts of the general theory presented in §9, below. We shall need to
compute with the space E ®y F'. According to equation (3.16) the dual space of
F ®y F' is ¿?(E, E"). However one can see easily that this space is isometrically
isomorphic to the algebra ¿£(E'), the isomorphism, being implemented by the
mapping F->- T#, for Te ¿íf(E'), where F# is the restriction to F of the transpose
7". Consequently, we are going to consider ¿¡f(E') as the dual space of F ® F'.
In doing so one has to realize that the action of a Te SC(E') on t e F ®y E' now

takes the form

(6.28)

<t, F> = tr(t'xF).

Once one establishes that the various operations in (6.28) make sense, one establishes the relation itself easily by simple algebraic manipulations. Thus we now
simply justify the operations involved. In the first place, the transposition of
tensors, defined for finite tensors in §3, gives an isometric mapping of F ® F'
onto F' ® E, both spaces with the greatest cross norm y, hence can be extended
to an isometric mapping, still indicated by t —>t' of E ®y E' onto E' ®y E. Now,
since y is strongly modular, Te£^(E') and t' g F' ®y F, it follows from Theorem

6.7 that the product t'DFe F' ®y F is well defined.
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Theorem 6.12. Let a be a norm of E g F which can be extended to a modular
norm ofE" g F^>E g F. Then a is modular on E g F, and, for every S e (F ga F)',
f/ie mapping t —>S x t o/ F g F /n/o F g F 'c F g y F ' can ¿>eextended to a bounded
linear transformation t-^-SDtq/"FgaF
z'nío F gy F', ímcA ínaí S Dt w a kernel

of S Tt and
(6.29)

<t, S) = tr(SDt).

Proof, a is obviously modular on F g F. The crux of the matter here is to prove
that the mapping t-^-Sxt ofFgF
into F g F' is bounded with respect to a
and y. The rest of the proof, which we omit, follows the familiar pattern established

in the proof of Theorem 6.1. So, let t e E g F. Since Sx t e F g E'<=E gy F', it
follows from the discussion preceding this theorem (see relation (6.28)) that there
exists TeSe{E'), \T\ é 1, such that y{Sx t)=tr[(5'x t)' x T]. Since we are dealing
with finite tensors, all manipulations involved are purely algebraic. We see then

that
(6.30)

{Sxt)'xT={ST')'xt.

Now we use the fact that a extends to a modular norm of F" g F, which we denote
again by a. This tells us that S, as a bounded linear functional, can be extended to
a bounded linear functional on F" gœ F, which we continue to denote S. This new
linear functional is also a transformation belonging to SC{E", F'). It is not very
hard to see that such a transformation extends to F" the transformation S: E^~F',
which represented the original functional. We also know from the Hahn-Banach
theorem that the extension involved can be made in such a way as to preserve the
norm of the functionals. We call a' the dual norm of a on F" g F. With these
conventions, we can consider S and ST' in (6.30) as elements of (F" gœ F)'
<=&{E", 7"). Since a is modular on F" g F, we have that ST' e (F" ga F)' and
then

(6.31)

y(Sxt) = tr[(ST')xt] á a'{ST')a{t)¿ A^a'OSXt).

The last inequality in (6.31) follows from Theorem 4.2. This completes our proof.
If the hypothesis on a in Theorem 6.12 seems somewhat artificial, it must be kept
in mind that it is obviously satisfied by any modular norm a on F g F, provided
F is reflexive. It is also clearly satisfied for a = A, whether F is reflexive or not.
This is because A is really the operator norm. It is not so immediate that the
hypothesis is also satisfied for a = y, and general F, but it is true. This follows from
a theorem of Grothendieck, which states that the natural mapping of F g F into
F" g F, can be extended to an isometry of F gy F into F" gy F. This theorem is
very natural, but nontrivial. If the reader doubts it, he should attempt proving it,
and then examine the pitfalls that are connected with it as pointed out by Schatten
[14, Chapter III, §7]. The proof of the theorem of Grothendieck appears in [11,
p. 41, Corollary 3]. We thus have that, since y is strongly modular and satisfies the
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are well defined.
In view of
submodules
given earlier
we omit the
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®y Fand SDt e E ®y F'

Theorem 6.12 we can easily formulate and prove theorems concerning
and annihilators in relation to the product SDt, analogous to those
in this section for the x -products and for the product t □ S. However
details, although we will use the results freely, when necessary, as if

they had been spelled out in detail.
Let us again consider the norm A on F ® F. It was shown by Grothendieck
[11, Theorem 3, p. 100] that every transformation Se(E ®A F)' is characterized
by a representation

(6.32)

S = J Sx.®y.
o>.

Therefore he called an element of (F ®A F)' an integral transformation. The
compact Hausdorff space 2 is the cartesian product of the solid unit spheres of
F' and F' with their weak* topologies, and ¡x is a positive Radon measure on S
such that /Lt(S)= A'(S). For each (x', y')£S, x' ® y' is a kernel of an element
Sx*®y,e (E ®Ä F)', and the mapping (x', y') ->- Sx.®y. of 2 into the Banach space
(F ®A F)' is continuous. Hence the integral in (6.32) can be interpreted in the sense
of Bochner [12, Chapter III]. We have seen that A on F ® F is strongly modular
and satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6.12. Therefore, for t£F®AF
and
Se(F®aF)',
the two products tDSEF'®y
F and SDtEF®7F'
are well
defined. This result is essentially due to Grothendieck [11, Theorem 10, p. 132].
From formula (6.32) we can now give integral representations for these products,

as follows.

(6.33)

tDS = f (/ ® Ttx')dix,

(6.34)

SDt = f (rty' ® x') dfi.

7. Uniform and ordinary norms.

We have defined a norm a on F ® F to be

uniform if
(7.1)

a[V ® W(t)} S \\V\\ \\W\\a(t),

for every V e ¿f(E), W e ¿f(F), and t e E ® F; and to be ordinary if

(7.2)

i S a á y.

Evidently (7.1) holds for every t e F ®a Fas well. An ordinary norm is of necessity
a cross norm. We have already explained the origin of uniform cross norms in the
work of Schatten and their role in our own work on tensor products of Banach
algebras. The main purpose of the present section is to show that every modular
norm is equivalent to a uniform norm and has all the essential topological properties
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normally attributed to ordinary norms. Therefore any of the known results of
topological character involving uniform cross norms or ordinary norms extends
to modular norms.
Theorem 7.1. Let abe a norm of E g F. Then a is a modular norm if and only if
it is equivalent to {defines the same topology as) a uniform norm of E g F.

Proof. Suppose that a is equivalent to a uniform norm. Then, without loss of
generality we can assume that a is itself uniform. Then (7.1) and Theorem 4.7 above
immediately imply that a is modular.
Conversely, suppose that a is a modular norm of F g F We construct a uniform
norm 5 of F g F which is equivalent to a. For t e F g F we define à(t) as

(7.3)

5(t) = sup«[Fg

W{t)],

where V ranges over the unit sphere of the operator algebra 3?{E) and W over the
unit sphere of ^(F). It follows from Theorem 4.6 that S{t)< +oo. Clearly S is a
norm of F g F which is greater than, or equal to, a. It again follows from Theorem
4.6 that à is bounded with respect, hence equivalent, to a. It remains to show that S
is uniform. Let V1e ¿?{E), Wx e £{F) and t e E g F. Then

S.[V1g Wx{ï)]= supa{K g W[V1 g Wj.it)]) = supafK^! g If^t)]

(7.4)

_

_

ï IIFill||m|| sup«[Kg W{t)]
- ||ni II^Kt).

In (7.4) all suprema taken as V and V vary over the unit sphere of -S?(F), and W
and W vary over the unit sphere of ¿f{F). This completes our proof.
It is of interest to note that the process employed in the proof of the above
theorem preserves the property of being a cross norm.
Corollary
7.1. Let a be a modular cross norm of E g F. Then a is equivalent to
a uniform cross norm à of E g F.
Proof. It suffices to show that if a is a cross norm, the passage to S in Theorem
7.1 preserves this property. Let xeE and y e F. We have already seen from the
proof of the Theorem 7.1, that à7>a. Hence we have, in particular

(7.5)

5(xgj)

^ a{x®y)

= ||*|| \\y\\.

We show the reverse inequality.

(7.6)

&{xg y) = sup a{Vxg Wy)= sup || Vx\\|| Wy\\^ 11*1bll.

where all the suprema are taken as V and W range over the respective unit spheres
of y{E) and -S?(F). This completes our proof.
A similar argument will yield the following corollary.
Corollary
7.2. Let abe a modular ordinary norm ofE g F. Then a is equivalent
to a uniform ordinary norm of E g F.
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In our work in [7] we have shown that every uniform ordinary norm on the
tensor product A ® B of two Banach algebras A and B gives rise to an ordinary
norm ä of A ® B, which is compatible (see §1) with the multiplication defined on

A ® B by extending the product
(7.7)

(Ux ® VX)(U2 ® V2) = UXU2® VXV2

for Ux, U2e A and Vx, V2e B, in such a way that one can generalize to the Banach
algebra A ®¿¡ B the theory developed by Gelbaum [4], [5] and Tomiyama [15] for
A ®y B. In the same work we have also given a generalization to uniform cross
norms of a result of the author and B. R. Gelbaum on Schauder bases of tensor
products, obtained originally in [6] only for Aand y. We shall devote the remaining
portion of the present section to show that in view of Theorem 7.1, this entire
development can be extended, without any essential loss, to norms a which are
merely modular, and that the assumption that a is ordinary can be dispensed with
entirely. We begin by reviewing briefly the basic constructions developed in [7].
We refer the reader to that paper for details. We shall assume that both A and B
have identity elements. This is a simplifying, but not essential, assumption, (as
we have shown in [7]), which we feel justified to make here because our purpose is
to illustrate the passage from the earlier setting to the present one, rather than to
achieve the utmost generality.
The algebra A can be imbedded isometrically in 3?(A) and similarly for B and
=Sf(B), by means of the left regular representation. In what follows the elements of
A and B will be made to play dual roles, one as vectors in the algebras, and the
other as bounded linear operators on the algebras, by virtue of the left regular
representation. Let now a be a modular norm of A ® B. We have seen in §4, that
a U e A and a V e B, as bounded linear operators, define a Kronecker product
U ® V, a bounded operator on A ®a B. In this manner, by identifying the tensor
product A ® B, with the Kronecker product A ® B, the validity of such an
identification having been established in [10], we can imbed the tensor product
A ® B into the algebra of operators &7(A ®a B). It was shown in [10] that this is
an imbedding of algebras, and that in case that a is a uniform cross norm, the
operator norm of the algebra ¿¡f(A ®K B) induces a norm á on A ® B as a subalgebra of ¿¿'(A ®a B), which is a cross norm, obviously compatible with multiplication on A ® B. Hence A ®„ B is a Banach algebra. If a is only a modular norm,
the operator norm on £P(A ®a B) still induces a norm á on A ® B, which is
compatible with multiplication, although ä will not, of course, be, in general, a
cross norm.
Theorem 7.2. Let a be a modular norm of A ® B. Then a is admissible. If a is,
in addition, ordinary, then à is also ordinary.

Proof. From the definition of admissibility in §3, one has to show that â majorizes
the least cross norm A on A ® B and is majorized by the greatest cross norm y
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on A g B. We have from Theorem 4.5 that a itself is admissible. We show that y
majorizes the <x.Now if we use as a model the proof of Theorem 4.5, where we
established that a is admissible, we see that it suffices to show that there exists a
constant kx > 0 such that, for every U e A and V e B we have

(7.8)

¿(C/g V) í fcJtfH \\V\\.

Now the left of (7.8) is the operator norm of the operator U g V. Let %e A ®aB.
Then it follows from relation (4.10), following Theorem 4.6, that

a[U®V{%)] SkilVj

\\V\\a{%),

from which (7.8) follows immediately.
We now show that â majorizes the least cross norm A on A g B. We need from
Theorem 4.5 the fact that a itself majorizes A on A g B. Hence, there is a constant

ki > 0, such that for every % e A g B,

(7.9)

\{%) g kja{%).

Let now 7 be the identity of A and J that of B. In the equation %{I g J) = X, we
shall interpret St on the left as an operator of J¡?{A ga B) acting on the tensor
7 g J of A ®aB, and on the right as the tensor % of A g B. Thus we have

(7.10)

X{%)= AP2(7g J)] ¿ ^^[2(7 g J)] ^ MCW

g J)

which is what we wanted to show.
The proof that, if a is ordinary, then â is also ordinary, follows so closely the
proof of the corresponding Theorem 2.1 of [10] that we need not include it here.
This concludes our discussion of the present theorem.
We can now summarize the major points of the theory of the Banach algebras
A g¿ B, for modular norms a, in the following theorem. We note that, if U' and
V are multiplicative continuous linear functionals on A and B, respectively, they
are, in particular elements of A' and B', respectively. Hence £/' g V is an element
of A' g B', which can be imbedded in {A gs B)', since ä is admissible. For the
purpose of the next theorem, and only for that purpose, we abandon our convention
concerning kernels and write A' g B'<={A gä B)' and £/' g V e {A gd B)'.
Theorem 7.3. Let A and B be any two Banach algebras with identity elements
and a a modular norm of A g B. Then â is an admissible norm of the algebra A g B,
which is compatible with multiplication. The mapping {U', V) —>•U' g V effects a
homeomorphism of the cartesian product MA x MB, of the spaces of multiplicative

linear functionals on A and B into the corresponding space for A gä B, when all
such spaces are taken with their respective weak* topologies. If A and B are commutative and semisimple then A g„ B is commutative and semisimple if a is faithful

{see §3).
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Proof. We simply indicate those aspects that are different from the arguments
in [10]. We have already seen that â is an admissible norm that is compatible with
multiplication. The imbedding of MA x MB into the multiplicative-functional space
of A ®aB is always a homeomorphism which is onto, provided that the tensors
of the form U' ® V do indeed belong to (A ®<¡B)'. This is where the assumption
that a is ordinary was used in [10]. However, we dispense with this assumption
here, because we know now, and we did not know when [10] was written, that à
is admissible. Hence the functionals defined by the tensors U' ® V are continuous with respect to â. The last assertion of the theorem follows exactly as in
Theorem 2.3 of [10]. This completes our discussion of the present theorem.
If a is a modular cross norm we have no guarantee that « is a cross norm, unless
a is also uniform [10, Theorem 2.1]. However â is always equivalent to an admissible
cross norm compatible with multiplication, if a is a modular cross norm. To see
this we merely make use of Corollary 7.1 above, replacing a by an equivalent
uniform cross norm, and then apply the theory developed in [10]. We emphasize
once more that the discussion of algebras A and B with identity extends easily to
the general case when no identity is assumed to exist.
Another problem discussed in [10] was the existence of a Schauder basis for the
tensor product of spaces F and F with Schauder bases. A biorthogonal system
constructed elsewhere [6] out of the biorthogonal systems defining bases for F
and F was proved in [10] to define a basis for E ®a F for a uniform and ordinary.
This result extends now to modular norms. Finally Corollary 4.1 of [10] states
that if a is uniform and ordinary, then it is faithful, provided that F and F have
Schauder bases. In the light of our discussion of this section, we can again remove
the assumption that a must be a cross norm hence, that it is ordinary, to obtain
the following simple result.
Corollary

7.3. Let E and F be Banach spaces with Schauder bases and a a

modular norm of E ® F Then a is faithful.
8. Algebras of kernels. In §3 we have seen that a tensor t e E ® F can be identified with a bounded linear transformation Tt: E' —>F, of which we have said it
is a kernel. We have called the mapping t -> 71 the natural imbedding of F ® F
into S£(E', F). We have seen in the same section that if a is an admissible norm
of F ® F, then the natural imbedding can be extended to a bounded linear transformation Ya: F ®a F-> &(E', F), which may no longer be isomorphic. We still
refer to t e E ®a F as a kernel of Tt=x¥at. Let now a be a modular norm of
E ® F. We have seen (Theorem 4.5) that a is indeed admissible. Therefore any
tensor of F ®a F, where a is modular, is a kernel of a bounded linear transformation

of F' into F
In this section we are going to specialize our considerations to the tensor product
F' ® F, where F' is, as usual, the dual (conjugate) space of F. We are going to
assume, without further mention, that a is a modular norm of E' ® F. By the above
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discussion, any tensor toe F' ®a F is a kernel of a bounded linear transformation
of F" into F. Since this transformation is continuous with respect to the weak*
topology of E" and the weak topology of E (§3), it is completely determined by the
values it assumes on E<=-E". Consequently, for convenience, we are going to
identify this transformation with its restriction K„to F and change our conventions
in order to refer to to as a kernel of the operator Vve ¿f(E). We are also going to
refer systematically to the tensors of F' ®« F as kernels. We are going to define a
product of kernels on F' ®a F, which will turn the latter space into a Banach
algebra. Any such algebra will be called an algebra of kernels. The product of two
kernels will be defined so as to correspond to composition of operators, i.e., so
that the mapping to->- Vv of E' ®a F into 3?(E) is a homomorphism of algebras.
Consequently, in the cases in which a is faithful, i.e., the mapping 0 -> KB is
isomorphic, the study of algebras of kernels reduces to the study of algebras of
operators.
Let us now define the product of two kernels. For x', u' e E' and x, ue E we
define
(8.1)

(x' ® x)(u' ® u) = <«, x'yu' ® x.

From (8.1) we get the definition of the product of any two finite tensors, at least
formally, according to the distributivity law. Since the generators x' ® x of E' ® F
are not, in general, linearly independent, it remains to be shown that our definition
makes sense, namely that the product b]b2 of two kernels i>xand to2of E' ® E is
a kernel which is independent of the particular representations of the individual
kernels in terms of the generators x' ® x. But the proof of this follows the general
pattern of proofs of similar facts about algebraic tensor products, and we omit the
details. To complete our definition, we have to extend this product to the entire
F' ®a F, but before we do this we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 8.1. If a is an ordinary uniform norm, then a is compatible with the product

definedby (8.1).
Proof. Let toxand b2 be kernels in F' ® F. We must show that a(vxv2) ^ a(b1)a(b2).
Now bj is a kernel of an operator Vtíl. Simple algebraic manipulations yield the
following relations, for the interpretation of which one must refer back to §4, in
particular the relations (4.1) and (4.12).
(8.2)

bib2 = o2-KSl

=7®

K0l(b2),

where I here represents the identity operator of F. From (8.2), the uniformity of a
and the fact that a is ordinary we get

«(Ma) = «(*V*>a)= IIMa(ö2) = A(bi)a(b2)
(8.3)
This completes our proof.

â a(ü1)a(b2).
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The assumption that a is uniform and ordinary permitted the result of Lemma
8.1 to be formulated in neat and familiar terms. But it is plain that this assumption
is not essential to the topological properties involved. In fact, for a norm a
which is merely modular, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 8.2. Let a be a modular norm of E' g F. Then the product defined by
(8.1) on E' g F is continuous with respect to a.

Proof. We know from Theorem 4.5 that a is admissible. Hence, there exists a
number k>0, such that <x(o)ïïkA(u) for every 0 e F' g F. Now for any two
t>! and o2 in F' g F, as in the proof of Lemma 8.1, we have that (8.2) and (8.3)
are still valid, except that in (8.3) one must write ica(o1)a(o2) instead of the last
term on the extreme right. This completes the desired proof of continuity.
It follows from Lemma 8.2 that the product defined by (8.1) on F' g F can
now be extended to a continuous multiplication on F' g„ F. We now have the
following theorem.
Theorem 8.1. Every modular norm a of' E' g F is equivalent to a modular norm
ß of E' g F which is compatible with multiplication. Consequently E' ga F is a
Banach algebra under ß.

Proof. The pattern here is the familiar one. We know that F' gœ F is a Banach
space with a continuous multiplication, under which it is an algebra. One first
imbeds F' g„ F isometrically into a Banach space which is an algebra j/ with
identity, whose multiplication is continuous with respect to the norm. One can
then imbed F' ga F isomorphically into 3?{s¿) by means of the left regular
representation. It is well known that the norm ß induced by the operator norm in
££{stf) on F' ga F is both compatible with multiplication and equivalent to a.
The property of modularity is a topological property and is passed on to ß by a,
This completes our proof.
It follows then from Theorem 8.1 that a modular norm on the algebra E' g F
can be replaced by an equivalent modular norm which is compatible with our
multiplication. Therefore, we can assume, without loss of generality that a is
itself such a norm, i.e., that a is compatible with multiplication and that F' ga F
is a Banach algebra under the product defined by (8.1). We shall make this assumption in the rest of the present section, without further notice. It should be remarked
that if a is a cross norm, we have no guarantee that the passage from a to ß preserves this property(10). We now proceed with the study of the Banach algebra
E' ga F.
Since we are assuming that a is modular we see that the tensor product F' ga F
comes within the scope of the theory developed in §§4 through 7. Hence (F' ga F)'
is a subspace of &{E'), and for Te{E' ga F)' and o e F' ga F the products
(10) This, and other similar situations, have led us to abandon cross norms in the present
theory, in favor of a topological substitute, that of tensorial norm, defined in §3.
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FxbEF'
®JIF" and oxFeF'
®)I Fare well defined. In the same way, if Te JS?(F')
and V £ =S?(F), the Kronecker product T ® V is defined as an operator of
¿¡f(E' ®a F), and, therefore so are the products T- b and b ■V, as elements of
E' ®a F, given b e E' ®a F. One establishes easily that, for Te £C(E'), Ve&(E)
and *>!,b2 £ F' ®a F, we have
(8.4)

F.(b1to2).F=(b1.J/)(F.b2).

The method of proof for any such relation is the one so often employed above,
and consists of establishing the desired relation for finite tensors first and then
passing to the limit. We note also that the relation

(8.5)

öi»2 = VJV

which we have already seen for finite kernels bj and b2, extends to any two kernels
in F' ®tt F. We also .have the corresponding equation
(8.6)

üit>2=^2-üi.

The next result now follows easily from equations (8.5) and (8.6). We omit the
proof. We refer the reader to §4 for our conventions and notations regarding
^(F)-left and -£?(F)-right submodules of a tensor product F ®a F.
Corollary

8.1. Every &(E')-left

and ¿?(E)-right submodule of the tensor

product E' ®a F is a two-sided ideal of the Banach algebra E' ®a F.

We now discuss the relation between the faithful character of a (that is, the
question whether Y" is isomorphic) and the Jacobson radical of the Banach
algebra F' ®a F. It was discovered by Gelbaum [5] that the radical of the tensor
product A ®y B of two commutative semisimple Banach algebras A and B is
precisely the null space of Ya. It follows from our own work in [10] and the supplementary discussion in §7 above that this result extends to the tensor product (see
§7, above) A ®s B, where we no longer have the y norm, but any norm â associated
with a modular norm a. It is of interest, and indeed a surprise, that the same result
holds for the Jacobson radical of the Banach algebra F' ®„ F, for a norm a,

which is again modular, but where otherwise the context is so completely different.
In the first place, we do not have Banach algebras as initial ingredients, only a
Banach space and its dual. In the second place, the product of kernels is so
completely foreign to the multiplication (7.7) in the tensor product of Banach
algebras, even when F' and F are Banach algebras. In the third place, in the present
context there is, in general, complete lack of commutativity. The result in question
here follows directly from Theorem 2.8.21 of [13] and we incorporate it with other
facts in the following theorem. We have defined our product of kernels so that the
mapping Y": E' ®a E -> SC(E) is a homomorphism of algebras. Let us denote by
Jfa the null space of Y". Then, since Y" is continuous, Jfa is a closed two-sided
ideal. By the left (right) annihilator of E' ®a F we shall mean the set of all those
kernels b such that bbj (bxb) is 0, for every bx e F' ®a E.
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Theorem 8.2. The null space Jfa of the mapping Ya: E' ga E-> áC{E) is the
Jacobson radical, the left annihilator and the right annihilator of E' g„ F.

Proof. Since the mapping T" restricted to the algebraic tensor product F' g F
is an isomorphism of algebras, the complete tensor product F' gœ F comes

within the scope of Theorem 2.8.21 of [13, p. 103]. From this it follows that Jfa
is the Jacobson radical of F' gœ F. To complete our proof we show that JTa is
the annihilator, on either side, of E' ga F. In the first place we see that the algebraic
tensor product F' g Fis a two-sided ideal of F' gœ F, because the product of any
kernel by a kernel of finite rank is a kernel of finite rank. Let then b e Jfa and
o,, e F' g F. Then wx e E' g F. Now x¥a{vv1)= y¥avWao1=0xYav1=0.

Since T° is

isomorphic on F' g F, it follows that vt>1= 0. In the same manner one shows that
0i0=0. We see that Jfa annihilates the algebraic tensor product F' g F on both
sides. Since F' g F is dense in F' ga F, then JTa annihilates the entire F' ga F
on both sides. Suppose conversely that 0 e E' ga Fand that o annihilates F' ga F
on the left (right). Then, in particular, for every x' e E and xeE,

ti{x' g x) = x' g Vt,x = 0 ((*' g x)v = V*x' ®x = 0),
from which we conclude easily that Vv= 0. Hence o e Jfa. This completes our proof.
Corollary
8.2. The modular norm a on E' g F is faithful if and only if the
algebra of kernels E' ®a E is semisimple.
Proof, a is faithful if and only if Jfa is trivial, if and only if F' ga F is semisimple.
The next theorem appears as a remark on p. 102 of [13], but we have not been
able to find a proof in the literature(1]). We give here such a proof for the sake of
completeness. For a discussion of topological simplicity see §2 above.

Theorem 8.3. Let si be a subalgebra of Z£{E) which contains the ideal F of all
bounded linear operators of finite rank. Suppose that si is a Banach algebra with
respect to some norm \ \\lt with respect to which F is dense in si. Then the Banach
algebra si is topologically simple.
Proof (suggested orally by B. R. Gelbaum). Clearly, it suffices to show that any
nontrivial two-sided ideal J of si contains J5", or, what amounts to the same,
contains every operator Vx^x on F with kernel x' g x, for x' e E' and xeE.
Fix x' e E', x e E, x^0, xVO and VeJ,
V=¿0. Then there must exist x'0eE'
such that Vx¡>®xV^0. Otherwise, it would follow that V=0. Hence, as u varies
over F, the relation (u, u'y = (Vu, x'0y defines a nonzero linear functional u' e E'.
Then Vu^x= Vx-Q®xVeJ. Let now N be the hyperplane on which the functional
u' vanishes and u0e E such that <w0,«'> = 1. Then Vx,®x= F„.te^.8„0 e J. This
completes our proof.
(X1)It is stated in [13] that the result is obvious.
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Corollary
8.3. The modular norm a on E' ® F is faithful if and only if the
algebra of kernels E' ®a F is topologically simple.
Proof. If F' ®œ F is topologically simple, then the closed two-sided ideal JTa
is trivial and Ya is isomorphic. Hence a is faithful. Conversely, if a is faithful,
Y" maps F' ®a F isomorphically onto a subalgebra s/ of -S?(F) and the algebraic
tensor product E' ® E onto !F. This isomorphism induces a norm on s/, under
which it is a Banach algebra, isometric with F' ®a E. The hypotheses of Theorem
8.2 are satisfied. It follows that s/, hence F' ®a F, is topologically simple.

Theorem 8.4. The radical Afa contains every proper two-sided closed ideal of the
algebra of kernels E' ®a F hence is the only proper maximal closed two-sided ideal.

Proof. The proof is very much like that of Theorem 8.3, and we merely sketch
it. Clearly, it suffices to show that if J is a two-sided ideal which is not contained
in Jfa, then J is dense in F' ®a F, and for this it suffices to show that the algebraic
tensor product F' ® F is contained in J. So let J be a two-sided ideal of F' ®œ F
not contained in Jfa. We simply have to show that every x' ® x, for x' e E' and
xe E, belongs to J. First, (Theorem 8.2) there exists ate/,
which does not
annihilate E' ®a F, say, on the right. This actually means that b does not annihilate
the algebraic tensor product F' ® F on the right. This means, as in the proof of
Theorem 8.3 that there exists an x'0 e E' so that Vx<o®xVy£0.Again, if «' e F' is
defined, for u e E by the equation <w, w'>= < Vtíu,x'0y, u' =£0. If we now choose

« £ F so that <m,u'y = 1, then we have, in a similar way as in Theorem 8.3, (keeping
in mind equation (8.5))
(x'0 ® x)b(x' ® u) = (x'o ® x)(x' ® VtM)

(8.7)

= (Vbu, x'0yx' ® x = <m,w'>x' ® x

= x' ® x.
It follows from (8.7) that x' ® x e J, as we wanted to prove.
Corollary
8.4. Tfte algebra of kernels E' ®a F ii semisimple if and only if it is
topologically simple.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollaries 8.2 and 8.3.
In the light of the above discussion, the structure of the two-sided ideals of the
algebra of kernels E' ®aE appears clear. We summarize this structure in the
following theorem.
Theorem 8.5. If the space E is nontrivial (i.e., if its dimension exceeds 0) the set
of all proper closed two-sided ideals of the algebra of kernels E' ®a F is precisely
the lattice of all closed vector subspaces of the radical Afa. The radical jVa is the
only proper closed maximal two-sided ideal.

Proof. The last assertion of the theorem has already appeared in Theorem 8.4.
That theorem also asserts that any proper closed two-sided ideal of F' ®œ F is a
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vector subspace of J/~a. Conversely, since JTa is the left and the right annihilator
of F' ga F, any subspace of it is a two-sided ideal. This completes our proof.
In the case in which F is a Hubert space 77, in which case F' is also 77, it is
known that the norms A, y and the Schmidt norm a ate faithful and uniform (see
[14, Chapter 5]). It follows then, from Theorem 8.4 that the trace class 77 g>. H,
the algebra of completely continuous operators 77 gA 77, and the Schmidt class of
operators 77 g„ 77 are topologically simple algebras, since in each case JTa is
trivial. This fact was discovered by Rickart [13, Appendix]. We can now establish
a more general result.
Corollary
8.5. Suppose that E' has a Schauder basis and that a is a modular
norm of E' g F. Then the Banach algebra E' ga F is topologically simple.
Proof. It is well known and follows easily from [2, p. 69, Theorem 2] that if F'
has a Schauder basis, so does F. It now follows from Corollary 7.3, that, if a is
modular, then it is faithful. From this our conclusion follows, since, then Jfa is
trivial.
The next theorem gives a simple description of all strictly irreducible representations of F' ga F, for a modular, which is a consequence of the above discussion of the Jacobson radical Jfa. We refer the reader to [13, Chapter II] for details
of some of the concepts involved. However we begin by reviewing some of the
basic definitions. An algebra of operators on a (not necessarily topological) vector
space is said to be strictly irreducible if the only vector spaces left setwise invariant
by it are {0} and the entire space. A (not necessarily continuous) representation
of an algebra as an algebra of operators is said to be strictly irreducible if the representing algebra of operators has this property. We shall be concerned with the
representation Ya: E' <g>aE -+ £?{E). Let us denote by si the algebra which is
the image of F' gœ F under Y". Clearly si is isomorphic to the quotient algebra
of F' ga F modulo Ji~tt and the quotient norm of the latter induces a norm ä on
si, which renders the natural isomorphism isometric. We have, by Theorem 8.3,
that si is a topologically simple Banach algebra under S.
Theorem 8.6. The representation *Fa:F' ®aE-^ £f{E) is strictly irreducible.
Furthermore, any continuous strictly irreducible representation Q of E' ga F into
the algebra -S?(F) of all bounded operators on any Banach space, is either trivial
{i.e., F is trivial) or equivalent to XY",in the sense that there exists an isomorphism
S: si -> ¿f{F), in such a way that the following diagram commutes,
F' gaF

—>

a\

si

/a
¿f(F)

and so that S is continuous with respect to à and the operator norm of ££{F).
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Proof. The fact that sí is strictly irreducible is discussed in detail in [13, Chapter
II] and depends on the fact that it contains the space IF of all bounded linear
operators on F of finite rank, and that any two points of F, different from 0 are
interchanged by such operators. Let now O: F' ®a F-> -£?(F) be any continuous
strictly irreducible representation of F' ®a F for some Banach space F. Let Jt
be the null space of Q. By one of the several equivalent definitions of the Jacobson
radical it follows that Jt =>Jfa. From this we conclude that there exists a homomorphism E:s/ ->- =Sf(F)of algebras, rendering the above diagram commutative.
We claim that H is of necessity continuous with respect to the norm Sofs/ and the
operator norm of J?(F), for this is equivalent to boundedness, and, if F is a bounded
set of si, then there exists a bounded set subset Q of E' ®« F, such that Y"(Q)=P.
Hence E(P) = Q(Q), a bounded subset of ¿?(F), since Q is bounded. This implies
that S is bounded, as claimed. This implies, in turn, that the null space Jtx of S
is a two-sided ideal of s/, which is closed with respect to ¿ë.Now we have already
seen that sé is topologically simple with respect to 5. Hence Jix is either si, in
which case Q. is the 0 representation, and F is trivial, because of the strict irreducibility of D, or Jtx={0}, in which case H is a continuous isomorphism. This completes
the proof of the theorem.
We have already seen that Jfa is a closed two-sided ideal of F' ®a F. We are
soon going to give a considerably stronger result, which we shall need in the next
section. We now lay the groundwork for it. Let V be any operator of &(E). Its
transpose operator belongs to 3?(E') and its double transpose V" belongs to
ü?(F"). It is well known that the mapping V -*■V" effects an isometric imbedding

of ¿C(E) into J£?(F"). This imbedding composed with Ya yields the mapping
b -> V¡¡.We see from this discussion that b e ¿Vtt if and only if V'i=0. We now have
the following formulas, which will be needed in the next theorem, and which are
easily established in the usual manner: first for finite kernels, then passing to the

limit.
(8.8)

(f1-K)b2

(8.9)

= b1(K'.b2),

Vr.t,= VIT.

In (8.8) and (8.9) we take b, *u and b2 e E' ®a E, VeSC(E) and Te <e(E'). We
are now ready to state our next theorem. For conventions regarding submodules
of a module, see §4.
Theorem

8.7. The Jacobson

radical Jfa

of E' ®a F is an áf(E')-left

and an

^(E)-right submodule of E' ®a F.
Proof. To prove that Jfa is an JSP(F')-Ieft submodule of F' ®a F, we use the
characterization of Jfa as the null space of Ya and the discussion immediately
preceding this theorem to conclude that b e Jfa if and only if K¿'=0. Let b £ jVa
and Te£e(E'). Fi.»=K»r'=0.
From this, we have that T-ïseJfa. This shows
that Jfa is an áC(E')-kft submodule of F' ®a F. To show that it is also an
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£C{E)-nght submodule, we use Theorem 8.2. Let V e ££{E), and \>eJía. Let vx
be any other kernel in F' ga F. Then, by (8.8), (b-K)o1 = o(K'-01) = 0. Hence,
0 • V annihilates F' ga F on the left, and must belong to Jfa. This completes our

proof.
9. Duality of algebras of kernels. In the last section we considered the algebra
of kernels F' ga F, where a is a modular norm, and gave a complete description
of its closed two-sided ideals. In this section we turn our attention to the dual space
(F' g« F)' of F' ga F. This space is of interest because it also turns out to be a
Banach algebra under a norm which is equivalent to the dual norm a'. Thus in the
study of algebras of kernels we are faced with the phenomenon, up to equivalent
norms, of algebras whose dual spaces are themselves Banach algebras. This
phenomenon occurs, of course, in many known cases, such as group algebras, and
has already been noted with regard to certain tensor products by Schatten [14].
Here we give a completely general theory. Our aim, as before, is to give as
complete a description as we can of the ideal structure of the dual kernel algebras.
Our first aim is to establish the dual space (F' ga F)' as a Banach algebra. We
know (§3) that (F' ga F)' is a vector subspace of the Banach algebra £P{E').
Now the definition of modularity of a requires that (F' ga F)' be invariant under
left multiplication by elements of i?#(F') and under right multiplication by elements
of =S?(F'), where multiplication is, as usual, composition of operators. It follows
immediately that (F' ga F)' is a subalgebra of -S?(F'), because, if 7\, T2e{E' ga F)',
then T2 e ¿?{E'), and T±T2e (F' ga F)' by the modular character of (F" ga F)'.
Our first aim is to show that multiplication by composition, a well defined operation
of (F' ga F)' is continuous with respect to a'.
Theorem 9.1. The composition of operators is a continuous multiplication on
(F' ga F)'. Hence a' is equivalent to a norm, which is compatible with composition
of operators, under which (F' ga F)' is a Banach algebra. This algebra contains the
algebra ^f of all bounded linear operators on E' of finite rank.

Proof. We have already seen that (F' ga F)' is closed under operator composition, hence it is an algebra. We have also seen that it contains the algebra of
operators of finite rank since this algebra is nothing but the canonical image of
F" (g>F' in ¿¡?{E'). It simply remains to show that the product of operators is
continuous with respect to a'. We do this. Let Tu T2 e (F' ga F)'. We now use
Theorem 4.2 on the product TXT2 by treating T2 as an element of the algebra
¿£{E') and T± as an element of the module (F' ga F)'. We then obtain, from
relation (4.2), that a'{JxT2)-^k-s\T2\a'{Jj), where k± depends only on a, and not
on the operators 7\ and T2. Now, we know that a' majorizes the operator norm.
Hence we obtain, for some constant k> 0,

(9.1)

a'{TJ-2) fk Kk^XTJaXT,),

from which the desired continuity follows.
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Since a' is equivalent to a norm on (F' gœ F)' which is compatible with multiplication, (F' ga F)' is a Banach algebra with respect to that norm, which, for our
purposes here, will remain in the background. That norm may be different from
a, except in certain cases, some of which are indicated in the following corollary.
Corollary

9.1. If a is a uniform cross norm of E' g F, then a' is itself

compatible with the multiplication in (F' ga F)'.

Proof. We establish this simply by noticing that in the computations involved
in the proof of Theorem 9.1, k£l, if « is uniform, and that «a 1 if aáy. But we
have a ^ y, because a is a cross norm. This completes our argument.
Corollary
9.2. If a is a uniform ordinary cross norm, then both a and a are
compatible with multiplication. In this case we can assert that both E' gœ F and
(F' gœ F)' are Banach algebras under their natural norms.

Proof. This is nothing but a summary of Lemma 8.1 and Corollary 9.1.
We now return to the general case and study the Banach algebra (F' ga F)'
for a modular norm a.
Corollary
of operators.

9.3. The Banach algebra (F' ga F)' is a strictly irreducible algebra

Proof. This follows from Theorem 9.1, according to which (F' ga F)' contains
the natural image of F" g F', which is a strictly irreducible algebra of operators.
We have seen (Theorem 8.7) that the Jacobson radical Jfa of F' ga F is an

£C{E')-left and an &{E)-vight submodule of F' gtt F, that is to say, it is left
invariant by Kronecker products T g V, for Te£C{E') and Ve SC{E). It follows
from Corollary 6.4 that the polar set Jf* is an ^f#(F')-left and an if(F)-right
weakly* closed submodule of (F' ga F)'. In particular it remains invariant under
multiplication on the right by elements of &{E'), hence it is a right ideal of
(F' ga F)'. We are actually going to show that it is a two-sided ideal in certain
special cases. At the moment we are going to give a more concrete description of
it which is valid in general. We now lay the groundwork for it.
We have already seen that (F' ga F)' contains the natural image of E" g F'
in .S?(F'). Let us call this image ^f. It is the ideal of all bounded linear operators
on F' of finite rank. By virtue of the imbedding F <=£"', we can consider the tensor
product F g F' as a subspace of F" g F'. We shall denote its natural image in

¡e{E') by ä?. We then have
(9.2)

^cjfc(F®„

£)' c ¿f(F').

We know that, by virtue of these imbeddings, the norm a induces a norm on
F" g F' (hence on F g F'), which we have continued to denote by a. We have
already seen that a is admissible on F" g F', (Theorem 4.5), hence on F g F'.
If a happens to be an ordinary norm, then so is a, this last result being due to
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Schatten [14]. Let us now denote by Jfa and ^a the respective closures of Jf and
^ in (F' ®a F)'. Now ¿?a is a closed two-sided ideal of (F' ®« F)', as can be easily
verified. It should also be noted that, while &a is not, in general, a two-sided ideal of

(F' ®a F)', it is a closed subalgebra of (F' ®„ F)'.
In the discussion that we will soon present it will be convenient to have available
the following elementary lemma, which we do not seem to be able to find in the
standard references. In the canonical imbedding of F into F", we know that the
solid sphere Sr<=E, of radius r>0 about 0, is weakly* dense in the corresponding
sphere S" of F". The following lemma is a slight sharpening of this result. Its
present form was suggested to the author by B. R. Gelbaum and J. T. Joichi, to
replace an earlier result of the author which was weaker and had a more complicated

proof.
Lemma 9.1. Let r>0 and Fr={x|x£F,
||x||=r}. Then, in the context of the
canonical imbedding of E into E", Rr is weakly* dense in the corresponding set
7<"={x" | x" £ F", |x"||=r}. If E is infinite dimensional Rr is actually weakly*

dense in S".
Proof. Clearly we can assume that F is infinite dimensional. Let x"Qe S" and
M a weak* neighborhood of x'¿. We must show that there exists a point x e Rr
which is contained in M. Now since Sr is weakly* dense in S", we can find x0 e Sr
which is contained in M. Now there exists a weak* neighborhood N of 0 £ F",
such that Xq+ N^M. Now N n F contains an infinite dimensional subspace of F,
in particular a vector h=/=0. Then, for some value of the scalar parameter 8,
\\x0+ 8h\\ =r, and x0 + 8h e M n Rr. This completes our proof.
Lemma 9.2. The weak* closure of @u in (E' ®a E)' coincides with the weak*
closure of 3t?a.
Proof. Since we have y^JF,
we also have that the weak* closure of ^a is
contained in that of J?a. The converse is what remains to be shown. After repeated
applications of the Hahn-Banach theorem, one concludes that this boils down to
showing that, for every b e F' ®„ F and every Te #F, the number <b, F> can be
approximated arbitrarily closely by the number <b, 7\>, with Tx this time belonging

to <$. So let us fix a b eF' ®a E, 7V0 in Jf, and £>0. Now T has a kernel
t) e F" ® F, and we may pick a representation
n

(9.3)
so that (see (3.4))

(9-4)

t) = 2 x¡ ® x\,
i=l

y(ö)> t KIM-«.

We also have that the norm a on F" ® E is majorized by y on F" ® F. This means
that there exists a constant k > 0, such that

(9.5)

a'(tj) <;kym,
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for every rj e F" g F. Let us now consider our kernel 0 e E' ga F. We can write
(9.6)

b = »! + 02

where

m

(9.7)

»! = 2 u'i® "î
y=i

is a finite kernel of F' g F, and a(02)<s. We now use Lemma 9.1 to find vectors
Xi, x2, ■■■, xn, in F such that ||jc,| = ||x"|| and that

(9.8)

2 <"'>**><""x'i>-2 <*"">>
<"»*<>< e-

Finally we define hj e F g F' by the relation
n

(9.9)

th = 2 *i g *í.
i=l

as the kernel of Fj e <3. We now have all the ingredients for our approximation.
Let us now compute

(9.10)

|<»,r-Ji>| è K»i,r-r1>|+|<»1,r>|+|<»i,r1>|.

Now <b1; T—T{y is precisely the quantity on the left side of (9.8). Hence we have
the following estimate

(9.11)

|<»,r-7i>| S t+c&Ja'Çry-rc&aaïTJ.

We now make reference to the estimates (9.5) and (9.6), to get the further estimate

(9.12)

|<0, T-T¿\

è e + ea'{T) + ke £ ||*,|| |x¡|.
¡ =i
Finally, by the choice {x¡}, we get the estimate
\<*,T-T¿\

è e + ea'{T) + ke[y{t)) + e],

representing a fixed small number. This completes the proof.

Theorem 9.2. The polar set JT°a of the Jacobson radical ¿Va of E' ga F is the
weak* closure of ¿Fa and the weak* closure of %'a.

Proof. We have already seen that the weak* closure of ^a is that of 3^a. It
remains to show that it is also Jf°a. We have, by Theorem 8.7, that Jfa is an

^(F')-left and an if(F)-right submodule of F' ga F. It follows from Corollary
6.3 that jV°ais an JS?#(F')-left and an -S?(F')-right submodule of (F' ga F)', hence
also of £?{E'). We now apply Theorem 4.1 to get that Jf°a must contain ¿f.
Since Jf°a is weakly* closed, it must also contain the weak* closure of Jfa.
We now show the reverse inclusion. To do this we make use of the double polar
theorem already quoted in §6. We refer the reader to our discussion in that section
for details. Let us denote by 'S ~ the polar set in F' ga F of the set @. We show that
<$~c^a- Let 0 e ^". Then, in particular, for every xeE and x' eF' (see 3.18)

(9.13)

<u,F^>

= <Kux,x'> = 0.
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This implies that Kd=0, and that to belongs to Jfa the null space of the mapping

b -> Vx,.This shows that <&~<^¿Va. We conclude that S?-°=>.yr°. By the double
polar theorem we have that ^"° is the weak* closure of ^a, hence (Lemma 9.3),
that of ¿P a. This completes our proof.
This might be a good place to examine critically what we have established about
the Banach algebras ¿¡?(E'), (E' ®a F)', &a, and Jifa. (E' ®a F)' is a closed sub-

algebra of ¿f(E'), which may not be a two-sided ideal of =§?(F'), but is an

JS?#(F')-leftand an jS?(F')-right submodule of if(F'). This means that it is closed
under right multiplication by any element of =S?(F') (hence is a right ideal) and
on the left by multiplication by any element of J¡f#(E'), i.e., by any operator on E'
which is the transpose of an operator of F. If F is reflexive, then £P(E') and
S£#(E') coincide and then (F' ®a F)' is a two-sided ideal of £f(E'). In the same
manner Jf°a is a closed (indeed weakly* closed) =Sf#(F')-left and -£?(F')-right submodule, in particular, a right ideal of (F' ®a F)' which may not be a two-sided
ideal, for similar reasons. It is a two-sided ideal if F is reflexive. Later on in this
section we shall see another less trivial case in which JT°a is a two-sided ideal.
Let us now examine the subalgebra 3tftt of Jf°a. It clearly satisfies the hypothesis
of Theorem 8.3, hence is topologically simple and, therefore, semisimple. Since
F" ®a- F' is isometric to ¿Pa the same can be said about F" ®a. F'. The algebra
¿F« is a two-sided ideal of Jf°a (indeed, of .S?(F')), as well as an .S?#(F')-left and an

Se(E')-xignt submodule of £C(E'). Hence, it is a right ideal of Se(E'). However,
we do not know in general, whether it is a left ideal of 3?(E'). The difference, as
usual, is between multiplication on the left by elements of ¿£#(E') and by those of
¿¡P(E'). This difference disappears if we assume in addition that a is strongly
modular. We shall make this assumption later on in this section, in order to obtain
a clearer picture of the ideal structure of (F' ®a F)', but for the moment, we simply
assume, as before, that a is modular.
The corresponding results for F ®„. E' do not seem to be as immediate as those
for E" ®a- F', but the reasoning is analogous. The main difference is that its
corresponding isometric space <&aof operators does not satisfy the hypothesis of
Theorem 8.3. However, it does satisfy the hypothesis of a completely analogous
result, which we now state without proof.
Lemma 9.3. Let 38 be a subalgebra of £F(E'), which contains 'S and is a Banach
algebra under some norm (presumably different from the operator norm), with respect
to which 'S is dense in 3S. Then 38 is topologically simple.
It follows from this lemma that i?a, hence F ®a. F', is topologically simple and,
therefore, semisimple. ^a is an =S?#(F')-left and an =S?(F)-right submodule of JT°,
but is not, in general, a left ideal of Jf°a.
We have already seen that if a is a modular norm of F' ® F, then a is admissible
on F' ® F and a' is admissible on F" ® F'. We do not know if a is modular on
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F" g F', but we have the following result. Its proof, which we omit, is similar
to that of Theorem 4.8.
Theorem 9.3. Suppose that a is a strongly modular norm of E' g F. Then a is
modular on F g F'.
We now resume our main line of development by establishing the following
result.
Theorem

9.4. Every nontrivial weakly* closed £C#{E')-left and &{E)-right

submodule of{E'

ga F)' contains ^V°a-

Proof. Let Ji be a nontrivial weakly closed JS?#(F')-Ieft and -S?(F')-right submodule of (F' ga F)', and Ji~ its polar set in F' ga F. By Corollary 6.4 Ji~
is an .§?(F')-left and an =Sf(F)-right submodule of F' ga F, hence a two-sided ideal
(Corollary 8.1). It must be a proper two-sided ideal, otherwise Ji is trivial. Thus
Ji~ c.^,
by Theorem 8.4. We now apply the double polar theorem, [1, p. 52,
Proposition 3], which we have quoted earlier in this section to conclude that
Ji={Ji~)°^>Jf°a.
This concludes our proof.
So far we have only been able to obtain definitive information about weakly*
closed -S?#(F')-left, J?(F')-right submodules of (F' ga F)' and not about the twosided ideals that are weakly* closed. We are going now to investigate those, but
under somewhat more restrictive assumptions. The specific assumptions are that a
is not only modular, but also strongly modular, and that F satisfies the condition
of approximation of Grothendieck, which we have discussed in §1 and elsewhere
in this paper. The first assumption means that (F' ga F)' is an ¿¡f{E')-left and an

■SC{E')-right
submodule of ¿£{E'). This implies by Theorem 6.6, that the product
bDFe F' gy F is well defined for b e F' ga F and Te (F' ga F)' and has the
desired continuity properties, which we do not elaborate here. It also follows from
the discussion following Theorem 6.6 that Jf°a is an 3?{E')-left and an if(F')-right
submodule of (F' ga F)', hence a two-sided ideal of (F' ga F)'. The assumption
that F satisfies the condition of approximation of Grothendieck means that y,
the greatest cross norm, is faithful. In our present context this means that Jfy
is trivial, hence F' gy F is topologically simple. We shall use this fact in the
following more concrete form: the kernel v e E' gy F is 0 if and only if the transformation Vt)= 0. In the proof of the next theorem we shall need the following
equation, which is easily verified for finite kernels, and extended by passing to the

limit.
Lemma 9.4. Let a be a strongly modular norm of E' g F. Then, for every

b e F' gœ F, Ve£C{E), andTe{E'

(9.13)

g« F)', we have the relation

F'D(bDF)

= {tí-V)DT.

In this lemma it should be noted, that, since V e ¿f{E), b • V is well defined.
Since V e^{E') = {E' gy E)', y satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6.12 and

b D T e E' gy F, V D (b D T) is well defined.
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Theorem 9.5. Suppose that E satisfies the condition of approximation of Grothendieck and that a is a strongly modular norm of E' ® F. Then the polar set of a left
ideal J of E' ®a F consists of all Te (E' ®a F)', which annihilate J on the right
under the D-product. The polar set in E' ®a F of a right ideal f of (E' ®a F)'
consists ofalltieE'
®a F which annihilate ß on the left, under the D-product.

Proof. The proofs of the two parts of the theorem are similar. We limit ourselves to discussing the proof for a left ideal of F' ®a F. Suppose that Te (E' ®a F)'
belongs to the right annihilator of J under the D -product. Then T e J°, for, if
\>eJ, <b, F> = tr(bxF) = 0. We must show the converse. Suppose that TeJ°.

We show that b D T= 0, for every b eJ. Now toD T e E' ® y F, and, since F satisfies
the condition of approximation of Grothendieck, it suffices to show that toD T is
the kernel of the zero operator. Let it be the kernel of some operator V e =Sf(F).
We show V—0. Let xe E, and x' e F'. We now compute, using Lemma 9.4. In
that lemma, we let V= Vx^x.
(9.14)

<Fx, x'> = tx\V'x,%xX(tox T)] = tr[(b• VX^X)UT].

We now use relation (8.5) to get b- Vx^x = (x' ® x)b. This and (9.14) give

(9.15)

<Fx, x'> = <(x' ® x)b, F> = 0.

This completes our proof.
From this theorem, we get the following corollary, whose proof we omit. For
a similar proof, see that of Corollary 6.3.
Corollary
9.4. Suppose that E satisfies the condition of approximation of
Grothendieck and that a is a strongly modular norm of E' ® F. Then the polar set
of every left ideal of E' ®a F is a weakly* closed right ideal of (E' ®a F)' and the
polar set in E' ®aEofa

right ideal of(E'

®a E)' is a closed left ideal of E' ®a E.

We have now information concerning the left ideals of F' ®a F, and by duality,
the right ideals of (F' ®a F)'. To obtain information about the ideals on the other
side, one must make other assumptions.
Theorem 9.6. Suppose that E satisfies the condition of approximation of Grothendieck and that a is a norm on E' ® F, which can be extended to a modular norm on
Em ® F. Then the polar set of a right ideal of E' ®œ F is its left annihilator in

(E' ®„ F)' under the D -product. Thepolar set in E' ®a F of a left ideal of(E' ®a F)'
is its right annihilator in E' ®a F under the D-product.

The D -product in Theorem 9.6 is the product FD b e E" ®y E', for T e (E' ®a F)'
and b e F' ®œF, which is well defined, by Theorem 6.12. We omit the proof of
the present theorem because it is completely analogous to that of Theorem 9.5.
It uses Theorem 6.12 and the discussion following it, in place of Theorem 6.1 and

the theory of §6 based on Theorem 6.1.
Corollary
9.5. Suppose that E satisfies the condition of approximation of
Grothendieck and that a is a norm of E' ® F which can be extended to a modular
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norm on Em g F. Then the polar set of a right ideal of E' ga F is a weakly* closed

left ideal of (F' ga F)' and the polar set in E' g„ F of a left ideal of (F' ga F)'
is a closed right ideal of E' ga F.
We can now establish easily the following three theorems from the above discussion. See also Theorem 8.5.
Theorem 9.7. Suppose that E satisfies the condition of approximation of Grothendieck and that a is a strongly modular norm of E' g F, which can be extended to a
modular norm of Em g F. Then, the polar set in E' gœ F of every two-sided ideal of
(F' ga F)' is a vector subspace of ~Va. The polar set of every vector subspace of

Jfa is a weakly* closed two-sided ideal of{E' gœ F)'.
Theorem 9.8. Suppose that E and a satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 9.7. Then
the weak* closure of every two-sided ideal of (F' ga F)' is a two-sided ideal of
(£'

ga F)'.

Theorem 9.9. Suppose that E and a satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 9.7. Then
every weakly* closed two-sided ideal of{E'

ga F)' is either trivial or contains ->V°a.

One might wonder about the relation between the topological simplicity of
F' ga F and that of its dual algebra. We have that the topological simplicity of
F' ga F is equivalent to what we might call the weak* simplicity of (F" gœ F)',
as spelled out in the following theorem.
Theorem 9.10. Suppose that E and a satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 9.7.
Then E' ga F is topologically simple if and only if every weakly* closed two-sided
ideal of{E' ga F)' is either trivial or coincides with (F' ga F)'.
Proof. Suppose that F' ga F is topologically simple. Then Jftt is trivial and
jV°a= {E' ga F)'. Then every weakly* closed nontrivial two-sided ideal of
(F' ga E)', must coincide with (F' ga F)' by Theorem 9.10. Suppose conversely
that (F' ga F)' has the desired property. Then Jfa is trivial. The topological

simplicity of F' ga F follows from Theorem 8.4.
The topological simplicity of (F' ga F)' implies much more than the topological
simplicity of F' ga F.
Theorem 9.11. Suppose that E and a satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 9.7.

Then (F' g„ F)' is topologicallysimple if and only if
(9.16)

(F' ®a E)' = E" ®8. £'.

Proof. The equality in (9.16) means an isometry. In keeping with the conventions
in this work, it would be more precise to replace E" ga. F' by the space
Jf?a<={E' (g)a£)'. We have already seen that Jt°a is topologically simple, and the
same follows for (F' ga F)' from (9.16). Conversely, if (F' gK F)' is topologically
simple, it must coincide with 3tftt, since the latter is a closed nontrivial two-sided
ideal. This completes our proof.
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10. Some simple applications. In this section we discuss certain aspects of the
theory developed above, as they apply to some of the familiar examples in the
theory of topological tensor products. We have seen that the greatest cross norm
y is strongly modular and satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6.12. Whether the
algebra F' ®y F is topologically simple or not, is, of course, equivalent to whether
F satisfies the condition of approximation of Grothendieck, which is not known,
in general. We do know, however, that the dual algebra (F' ®y F)' = JS?(F') is not
topologically simple, unless F is finite dimensional; otherwise every operator of
£f(E') would be completely continuous. The duality between the closed two-sided
ideals of F' ®y F and the weakly* closed two-sided ideals of ¿>?(E'), described in
general at the end of §9, is valid for this example. In particular, if F satisfies the
condition of approximation of Grothendieck, then áC(E') has the property that
we called (see the paragraph just preceding Theorem 9.10) weak* simplicity.
Let us now consider the least cross norm A.It also is strongly modular and satisfies
the hypotheses of Theorem 6.12. The algebra F' ®A F is topologically simple
because, in view of the fact that A is really the operator norm, Jfx is trivial. Consequently the algebra (F' ®A F)' is weakly* simple. This algebra has been described
above (see the end of §6), following Grothendieck, as the algebra of all integral
operators of £C(E'). The question of when (F' ®A F)' is itself a tensor product
(see Theorem 9.11) has been the object of some interest in the literature. It was

proved by Schatten [14, Theorem 5.11, p. 116] that (77 ®A7T)'= 77 ®y 77, if 77 is
a Hubert space. This was extended by Grothendieck [11, Theorem 8, p. 122] to
the tensor product F ®A F of two Banach spaces, provided that one of them is
reflexive and satisfies this condition of approximation. The author [9], has extended
this result in that, by dropping the condition of approximation, but keeping
reflexivity, one has (F ®A F)' = E' ®A-F', although A' may no longer be y. Now,
if one looks at Theorem 9.11 above one sees that (F' ®XE)' = E" ®A-F' is
equivalent to the topological simplicity of (F' ®A F)'. We established that theorem
under the assumption that F satisfies the condition of approximation, an assumption which is not needed to prove that (F' ®A E)'=E ®A<F', if F is reflexive.
This points to the fact that the hypothesis in Theorem 9.11 might be superfluous,
at least for reflexive spaces(12).
Let us now consider a Hubert space 77. We shall identify TT' with 77 as usual.
Furthermore we have established (Corollary 7.3) that every modular norm of
77 ® TTis faithful. This means that we can identify every tensor product 77 ®a 77,
for a modular, as well as the dual (TT ®œ H)' with a subalgebra of ^C(H), the
algebra of all bounded operators of 77. Thus we shall simply assume here that all
such tensor products as well as their duals are actually contained in ¿¡P(H). With
this interpretation the D-products as well as the products of kernels become
ordinary products of operators. We then have the result that an operator T e ä'(H)
(12) But at the moment we know of no way of dispensing with it.
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belongs to {H ga 77)' if and only if TV is a trace class operator for every
V e 77 ga 77, and similarly for the product VT. The theorems concerning the
relation between polar sets of ideals and annihilators now translate in the present
situation in terms of ordinary annihilators. For example we have that, for
every two-sided ideal J of 77 ga H, the polar set J° of J, i.e., the set of all
Te (77 ga 77)'<=<£(77),with (V, F> = 0, for every Ve J, is exactly the set of all

Te (77 g« 77)' such that VT=TV=0, for every VeJ.
Note. After the present paper had been accepted for publication it came to the
attention of the author that the part of Theorem 8.2 concerning the right and left
annihilators appeared in a paper by A. Grothendieck {La théorie de Fredholm,
Bull. Soc. Math. France 84 (1956), 319-384) for the special case in which a is the
greatest cross norm y.
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